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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
High school English teachers spend a great deal
of time and energy trying to teach a "correct" standard
of English usage.

This effort seems to be in large

part wasted, for 1n a typical class many students never
do learn to use the language forms which are being taught.
Unfortunately, many of these students do learn to resent
their English teachers and their English classes because
of this instruction.

Thus this effort is often not only

without benefit; it is destructive as well.
Perhaps the reason for this lack of success of
English teachers in this area arises from a lack of
understanding of the problem which they face.

What

actually is involved in teaching "correct" English usage?
According to Merrel D. Clubb, Jr., "Every native speaker
of English speaks good English grammar in the sense that
he has an automatic or habitual control of the structural
patterns of the language that he speaks" (7:497).

One

need not stretch this point far to apply it to usage
forms.

It is evident that a child will use the language

patterns and forms used by those with whom he associates.
From the time he is a baby, each person is living in a
"language laboratory" in which he is continually
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trained to conform to the language norm of his particular
social group.

In a sense, therefore, every individual has

done a good job of learning his language, even by the
time he enters school in the first grade.
A problem arises for the individual only when he
switches language groups.

An individual who moves from a

group which speaks sub-standard English to one which
speaks standard English is simply out of tune with the
standard of the new social group.

In the same way, how-

ever, a person who moves from a group which uses standard
English to one which uses non-standard English is equally
out of tune.
Mr. Clubb is, therefore, probably quite correct
when he asserts:
I would suggest that the problem which faces the
first grade teacher whose class is made up of half
non-standard speakers is a foreign language problem
for the half that speak non-standard language and
should be treated as such (7:499).
If the teacher were teaching a non-standard dialect, the
students who speak standard English would face a similar
problem.

At the high school level, obviously, the English

teacher faces the same problem, only in a perhaps more
intensified form.

The non-standard speaker whose habits

have not been corrected by the time he arrives in high
school has practiced his "incorrect" habits for several

3
years longer than the elementary school students have.
The older student's habits, therefore, are probably very
firmly established.
I.

THE PROBLEM

If an aspect of the English teacher's job is to
teach the non-standard speaker a different language (1n
part, at least), perhaps teachers should examine the
process through which the child first learns his language.
It would seem logical that this same process be followed
as nearly as possible in training the non-standard speaker
to speak standard English.
Statement of the Problem
It was the purpose of this project, therefore, to
examine the process through which children first learn
their language and to apply the principles learned through
this analysis in developing a new methodology for teaching
standard English usage to non-standard speakers.
Analysis of

~

Problem

Prior to beginning this study, it was necessary to
determine what is meant by "knowing" a standard of English
usage.

On the surface this seems to be a rather simple

question; however, observation of how people use language
makes it evident that the question is not quite as simple
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as it appears.
Some people speak relatively standard usage
consistently, but they are not aware of "errors" made by
other speakers. An individual may write using standard forms
but make "mistakes" orally.

Although the reverse might be

somewhat more rare, it is conceivable that an individual
might make mistakes in writing that he does not make
orally.

Finally, some people seem to use language entirely

in a habitual or rote manner; others are able to explain
"why" forms are used as they are.
It would appear, therefore, that we must talk of
several different types of "knowing" a standard of usage.
The following categories seem to be distinctly different
types of "knowing":
l.

The ability to differentiate between one standard
and another by auditory analysis

2.

The ability to differentiate between one standard
and another by visual analysis

J.

The ability to use a given standard of usage
consistently in written communieations

4.

The ability to use a given standard of usage
consistently 1n verbal communications

5.

The ability to explain the traditional uses of
language forms in terms of the structural
patterns of the language

5
Restrictions of the Study
It was recognized from the outset that this project
could not possibly encompass all of the types and facets
of "knowing" a usage standard.

Time was the greatest

factor involved in the decision to restrict testing to the
first three abilities listed above.

Testing auditory

and visual discrimination of a usage standard is a relatively
simple and non-time consuming process.

Careful reading of

students• written communications, however, is another
matter.

Because this project had to be accomplished as a

small aspect of a rather intensive English program, it was
felt that testing had to be restricted to these three
areas.
Importance

91.

~

Study

There is actually a fundamental question concerning
the value of teaching a standard of usage, for there is
really nothing intrinsically better about standard English
forms than there is about non-standard English forms.

For

example, whether an individual says "haven't any" or
"ain't got no" makes no real difference on the level of
communication.

The critical difference between the two

expressions is a social one; the former is socially
acceptable and the latter is not.
The importance of this study lies, therefore, primarily in the area of teaching methodology.

It is
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valuable that methods of language teaching be continually
re-examined in an effort to understand better how language
is learned and how it may be best taught.

If an indi-

vidual wishes to change his habitual use of language
patterns or forms, it is the educator's responsibility
to provide him with efficient and effective methods of
doing so.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES AND HYPOTHESES OF THIS STUDY
I.

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

For language teaching to be successful, the teacher
must take into account what is known about the process by
which languages are learned.

He must then translate this

knowledge into a practical methodology.

It will be the

purpose of this chapter, therefore, to explore what is
presently known about the process of language learning
and to make an effort to form a teaching methodology
based on this information.

Presently used teaching

methods and previous empirical research must also be
examined in the process, and what seems to be valid in
these sources must be incorporated into any new concept.
Theories of Language Learning
Learning theory generally is divided into two
major categories.

Some learning theorists conceive of the

learning process as a rather simple mechanical process.
Other theorists emphasize perception and understanding as
the main avenues to learning.

Unfortunately, neither of

these two views of learning is explicit enough in its
definition of the learning process to give a good picture
of what actually takes place when something is learned.
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Both views are explicit enough, however, that they have
had a definite impact on the way that teachers visualize
the learning process.

They have, therefore, affected the

teaching process.
Probably the most widely known attempt to describe
the learning process is conditioned-response psychology.
This view was first conceived by the Russian psychologist
Pavlov.

His work was followed by the work of Thorndike

in the United States.

While not a conditioned-response

psychologist, Thorndike believed that specific stimulusresponse bonds were formed in much the same way as conditioned responses were.

B. F. Skinner interpreted the

work of Pavlov in the area of language learning.
Skinner's works, as well as the work of another
learning theorist Donald

o.

Hebb, to whom future reference

will be made, is discussed by Wallace Lambert in an
article entitled "Psychological Approaches to the Study
of Language" (13:55-56).
Basically Skinner's view of language learning is that
language is a conditioned-response.
has a random impulse to verbalize.

The baby, it is said,
During the process of

random verbalization, people in the baby's environment
reinforce the production of certain sounds made by the
baby--sounds which correspond to the sounds which are
commonly made by people in the language community.

For
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example, the child may make a sound which approximates
the sounds in the word "mamma."
these sounds with affection.

The mother responds to

After being rewarded

several times with affection, the child learns that if he
wishes to gain this affection, all he has to do is to
produce the sounds which elicit this behavior from his
mother.
The process which the child follows in learning his
language is much like the process that Pavlov's dog followed
in learning to salivate when a bell was rung.

In the case

of the dog, a secondary stimulus, the ringing of the bell,
was substituted for the primary stimulus, the food, through
continuous association of the two stimuli.
In the same way, the child learning a language learns
to manipulate a set of verbal symbols to gain a response
which he finds to be satisfying.
for affection.

The child feels a need

During his random verbalization he happens

to say sounds which elicit affection from his environment.
When this circumstance has occurred several times, he
begins to associate the sounds that he produces with the
object which satisfies his needs.

Again, a stimulus-

response bond is said to have formed.
Commenting on Skinner's work, Mr. Lambert points out
that this psychologist has made no effort to describe the
mental process by which learning takes place.

"Any
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theorizing about internal mental or neurological processes
is scorned by him i§kinnei] and his large host of followers"

(13:55).
Although the conditioned-response conception of
language learning may not have been intended as a theory of
internal mental and neurological processes, it has led to
speculation concerning these processes.

The concept of

the stimulus-response bond which has been associated with
conditioned-response psychology is a rather vague conceptualization of the mental process involved in learning.
Learning, according to this view, seems to involve the
"hooking up" of a given stimulus to a desired response.
Although it is not entirely clear how this "hook up" is
accomplished, conditioned-response theorists seem to
maintain that by controlling the stimuli presented to an
organism and also the responses of the organism to the stimuli, an association of the stimuli and the responses will
"probably" occur.
The results of this view of learning in terms of
teaching methods are summarized by J. M. Stephens (16:337-

338).

Mr. Stephens points out that the teacher who ascribes

to this view of learning will maintain strong control of
the learning situation and the learner in order to obtain
maximum reinforcement for the responses desired.

He lists

the following teaching techniques which he says follow
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from such a view:
1.

Manual Guidance--actual physical guidance of the
student through a set of responses,

2.

rereading of material to be memorized,

3.

learning vocabulary by looking rather than guessing,

4.

using the rhetorical question, and

5.

reciting in unison.
In each case, the teacher controls the stimuli and

makes every possible effort to control the students•
responses to the stimuli.

He is trying to build a mental

association (a stimulus-response bond) between the stimuli
and the desired responses.
The other major category of learning theory, fieldtheory psychology, emphasizes the importance of the
learner's seeing patterns in his environment.

William H.

Burton summarizes the views of this group as follows:
The field-theory group maintain that the restonses
are never repeated exactly. They believe also hat
blind trial and error could continue forever in some
instances without producing a correct response. They
believe that the stimulus-situation is repeated, and
that thereafter each effort of the learner is a retrial of a pattern discerned more or less clearly.
The learner does not fumble or try blindly; he tries
consciously to achieve a result he can perceive and
understand. Incorrect responses then become not
errors in the trial-and-error sense but incorrect
responses due to imperfect insight. Initial delay
allows for study and analysis; guidance comes from
outside aids; the repeated trials themselves are valuable
instruments for further insight. The learner deliberately evolves and tries new procedures as he gains
insight, or transposes and adapts known methods (6:194).
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This view of learning has led to a somewhat
different approach to teaching than that encouraged by
the conditioned-response theories.

Generally, a teacher

who has accepted this explanation would likely place a
good deal more emphasis on concept formation than he would
on drill.

He would also probably assume from the outset

that he has less control over the learning outcome, than
the teacher who accepts the conditioned-response view
would believe he has.
Mr. Stephens comments:
To the Gestalt psychologist or the proponent of the
field theory, the connectionist has the cart before
the horse. The Gestalt psychologist insists that
experience or behavior never occurs in small isolated
situations, or movements. The situation-as-experienced
is always organized or structured into a definite pattern,
and this pattern is more pronounced in our experience
than the details that make it up. It also comes into
our experience before the details do, and it lasts in
spite of changes in the component parts (16:261).
Thus the learner understands before he responds,
and he can only respond in terms of his understanding.
Stimuli and responses, therefore, are not the critical elements in learning; the critical factors are "how" the
learner perceives the stimuli and "how" he formulates
responses.
The teacher's task, therefore, becomes one of providing learning experiences involving easily discernable
patterns so that the learner may gain understandings and
then practice responses to these understandings.
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Although these two concepts of learning have divided
psychologists into sometimes rival groups, they do not
seem to be mutually exclusive systems.

It is altogether

possible that we do learn both by "seeing" patterns in our
environment and also by simple trial and error conditioning.
Furthermore, the stimulus-response bond might be one aspect
of the total process of "knowing."
The possibility of such merging of these two viewpoints can be seen in the work of another group of psychologists who are seriously trying to define the internal mental
and neurological processes of learning.

This group, whose

work is discussed by Mr. Lambert, evidently thinks of the
brain as a small, but highly complex computer.
Commenting specifically on the way in which the computer selects from its storehouse of words, Mr. Lambert
says:
• • • When the sequence of cell assemblies underlying the concept house is active, the correlated
neural assemblies underlying the concept mansion
may automatically be made inactive (13:58).
This sort of electrical switching activity might be considered another, perhaps more sophisticated, way to
visualize a stimulus-response bond, in contrast to the
simple feed-back view.
But how are these symbols ordered into meaningful
sentences?

According to Lambert, D.

o.

Hebb, the leading
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advocate of this group, and his followers are not yet
prepared to answer this question:
• • • Hebb argues that a speaker's sentence construction can not be explained as a series of CR's
(conditioned-responses) linked together by feedback
alone, or as entirely controlled by cell assemblies,
since there are strong indications that his thought
process (controlled by cell assemblies) run well
ahead of his actual articulation. Apparently some
word ordering and grammatical sequencing must first
be decided on, then rapidly scanned and found
appropriate, and finally set in motion while active
thought moves ahead to the next phase (13:58-59).
These comments seem to embrace both the conditionedresponse and the field-theory conceptions of the mental
process.

Hebb's speculation concerning grammatical

sequencing points to a sort of cognition.

He seems to be

saying that the use of language involves an active thought
process which is aware of what it is doing.

"Something"

decides on a grammatical sequence, scans it, and finds it
appropriate; then it moves on after setting the mechanical
process into motion.

The mechanical process, however,

seems to operate on the reflex level.

The actual delivery

of a sentence is, therefore, mechanical; but there is
some perhaps less mechanical agency which accepts a sentence
as appropriate or rejects it as inappropriate.

It would

follow, therefore, that a language teaching methodology,
to be successful, must provide for both development of
"automatic reflexes" and also "understanding."
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The Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (l; 12) provides a somewhat different perspective from which to view
language learning theory.

This testing framework divides

learning into three domains: the cognitive domain, the
affective domain, and the psycho-motor domain.
The Cognitive Domain (1) deals with those thought
processes in which active thought seems to be aware of
itself.

The Affective Domain U2) deals with emotions, which

may be largely reflex in nature.

The not-yet-published

manual which will treat the psycho-motor domain will deal
with the thought processes which control the body.

This

control, it would seem, could be on the conscious level but
might be largely on the reflex level.
The psycho-motor domain.

Of language learning,

Nelson Brooks a leading language theorist says:
The learning of a language is essentially a problem
of psychology, individual, dyadic, and social • • •
The process is a type of learning that involves the
establishment of a set of habits that are both neural
and muscular, and that must be so well learned that
they function automatically (4:21).
By a habit's functioning automatically, Mr. Brooks
evidently means that the muscles which control speech must
be so thoroughly trained that they function without effort.
It is a moot question whether the muscles actually function
by reflex act; however, no further attempt to resolve this
point can be made here.
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What is important for the English teacher is that he
recognize the importance of effortless psycho-motor activity in the language act.

Whether the learner responds

with one usage or another or with one pronunciation or
another or with one sentence pattern or another may
depend in large part on how "automatic" his neural and
muscular habits are.
conditioning)

~

We know that practice (a form of

lead to seemingly automatic responses.

The cognitive domain.
cognition?

What is the nature of

Frederick, Ragsdale, and Salisbury describe

the cognitive process as one of increasing differentiation:
In its development a child starts with meaningful
units into its perception of objects and events and in
its actions--that is the assumption basic to differentiation as a description of the developmental
process. The meaningful unit may be logically very
complex, and its complexity may be understood by a
more mature person, as the teacher, but for the child
it is simple. Its details have not yet appeared: its
outlines are vague and indistinct, its relationships
to other units are few; in short it is deficient in
both individuality and internal organization {9:38-39).
In other words the child begins by seeing a simple
pattern.

Further learning involves his seeing the details

of the experience and relating that experience to other
experiences.
This view gains increased dimension in terms of the
Taxonomy.

The Cognitive Domain (1), in fact, is structured

in terms of this increasing awareness of the details and
the relationships of experiences--their internal
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relationships and their relationships to other experiences.
Simple understanding, application, analysis, synthesis,
and evaluation--the divisions of the cognitive process
as outlined in the Taxonomy--are all steps in coming to
know about an experience.
The extent of a person's learning, then, is not
measured in terms of quantity or number of experiences so
much as in terms of the complexity of his perceptions of the
experiences.

The simple mind merely sees less in an

experience than the complex mind does.
One might conclude, therefore, that the person who
is able to perceive a given phenomenon in great detail will
probably learn more about it from fewer experiences than will
be required by a person whose perceptual capacity is limited.
One person may learn a given skill, for example, from only
one experience; another person may require several experiences;
a third may require many experiences.

Perhaps some people

are simply incapable of perceiving a phenomenon in enough
detail to learn about it at all, at least on a very sophisticated level.
Somehow, rather intricately involved in this cognitive
process, is language itself.

This project dealt with the

process of language learning, but a question inherent in
any discussion of the learning process involves the contribution of language to learning.

Do we learn in terms of
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word signs, or are word signs merely a convenient method
of communicating about things which we have learned on a
pre-verbal level?
The connection between language and the thought
process is certainly not clear; however, many people have
considered this question from a variety of angles.
Albert Einstein, for example, claimed that language did
not play an important part in his creative thought process:
The words of the language, as they are written or
spoken, do not seem to play any role in my mechanism
of thought. The psychical entities which seem to
serve as elements in thought are certain signs and
more or less clear images which can be "voluntarily"
reproduced and combined.
There 1s, of course, a certain connection between
these elements and relevant logical concepts. It is
also clear that the desire to arrive finally at
logically connected concepts is the emotional basis
of this rather vague play with the above mentioned
elements. But taken from a psychological viewpoint,
this combinatory play seems to be the essential
feature in productive thought--before there is any
connection with logical construction in words or
other kinds which can be communicated to others

(10:32-33).

Mr. Einstein says that for him a concept first had
to form on a pre-verbal level before he could put his
thoughts into words.

His comments lead to a rather basic

question about the teaching process: Can students learn

!.!2! words, 2! .2!!! they employ words only after a concept
has formed?
The work of Jean Piaget (14:Ch.V) supports the
latter point.

Generally, he contends that intelligent
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thought on the cognitive level is the outcome of several
factors.

Hereditary response is the initial stage of

intelligence.

Psycho-motor activity and perceptual

activity both extend the capacity of the organism to deal
with its environment.

What Piaget calls "pre-verbal or

pre-representative intelligence" forms out of this
activity.

Finally, the normal human develops the capacity

for symbolic play (not necessarily verbal) or "internal
imitation" and at this point cognitive thought begins.
To Mr. Piaget, therefore, cognitive thought is
an outcome of simpler forms of behavior, and language
comes into play only after the capacity for symbolic play
has developed.
Piaget also points out that there is a normal
developmental pattern of intelligence, which is followed
at varying rates by every human being.

There are definite

stages which can be identified, and it is believed that
these stages must occur in sequence.
Speaking of one such stage in the development of
the ability to deal with concepts, Paiget says:
But it is important to note that these different
logioo-arithmetical or spatio-temporal groupings are
as yet far from constituting a formal logic applicable
to all ideas and to all reasoning. This is an
essential point which must be stressed, for the sake
both of the theory of intelligence and of its educational applications, if we wish to adapt teaching
to the findings of developmental psychology as opposed
to the logical bias of scholastic tradition. In fact,
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the same children as reach the operations just
described are usually incapable of them when they
cease to manipulate objects and are invited to reason
with simple verbal propositions. The operations that
are involved here, then are "concrete operations" and
not yet formal ones; being constantly tied to action,
they give it a logical structure, embracing also the
speech accompanying it, but they by no means imply
the possibility of constructing logical discourse
independently of action (14:145-146).
Piaget seems to be saying somewhat the same thing as
Einstein--that logically constructed ideas on the verbal
level must be preceded and supported by construction of
these ideas on a pre-verbal level.

In the case of Piaget's

subjects, the concrete objects helped them to understand
and even to verbalize about mathematical concepts; the
concepts had little substance when the objects were
removed.

Mr. Einstein, of course, dealt with internalized

perceptions, but he claimed that he dealt with words only
after his concepts were firmly formed.
If construction of logical concepts on the verbal
level is, then, an outcome rather than a means of learning,
traditional instruction in English runs counter to the
natural learning process.

Most English grammar textbooks

are a set of verbalized generalizations about the language.
During the course of instruction the learner reads a
generalization or has it read to him; then he is expected
to apply this generalization to solving specific usage
problems.

One might ask, "What if the student does not
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recognize this generalization as an adequate description
of some non-verbalized concept?

Is this generalization

likely to be meaningful to him?

Can he be expected to

learn from this deductive process?"
Jerome Bruner (5) points out that deductive teaching,
or what he calls the "expository mode" of teaching leads to
a sort of intellectual passivity on the part of the
learner.

When the learner merely sits and listens to the

verbalizations of the teacher, he may not be in any way
involved in concept formation; the teacher's generalizations
may simply be out of his intellectual reach.
Inductive teaching, or what Mr. Bruner calls "the
hypothetical mode" of teaching, on the other hand, evidently increases the intellectual capacity of the learner.
Mr. Bruner says:
Emphasis on discovery in learning has precisely
the effect on the learner of leading him to be a
constructionist, to organize what he is encountering
in a manner not only designed to discover regularity
and relatedness, but also to avoid the kind of information drift that fails to keep account of the uses to
which information might have to be put. Emphasis on
discovery, indeed, helps the child to learn the
varieties of problem solving, of transforming information for better use, helps him to learn how to go
about the very task of learning (5:87).
What then may be learned from the foregoing material?
Perhaps the most important point is that if a student is to
learn about something, his attention must be focused on
the thing itself.

If he is to learn about formal usage,
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for example, he must examine the usages that he is to
learn.

It is not enough that the teacher and the stu-

dent "talk" about the usages; rather the student's
attention must be directed toward the usages in such a
way that he is forced to examine them, to think about
them, and to form a concept of them on the perceptual
level first, and then hopefully on the verbal level.
The affective domain.

It is almost a cliche' of

education that a student must be motivated before he will
learn anything.

This cliche', however, seems to have

remained rather meaningless verbalization for many language
teachers.

In many English classes it is assumed at the

outset that students should want to learn "correct" English
usage.

Starting with this premise, teachers make little

effort to instill a desire in their students to learn,
and as a result many students never learn to desire to
learn.
This fact is ironical, for this is one of the few
points on which all learning theories agree.

B. Pattison

stated:
The different theories about learning in contemporary
psychology all agree on the importance of motivation.
The more closely a goal is seen and the more desirable
its attainment is felt to be the more effective will
learning be, by whatever method pursued (15:13).
Thus it would seem that a methodology which does
not include motivational factors will probably not be an
effective methodology.

2J
Theories of Teaching Methodology
The foregoing treatment of learning theories has
provided three general guidelines for the teaching of
usage.

They are (1) the student must be motivated; (2)

the student must examine the usages to be learned and
build his own concept of them; and (J) the student must
practice the forms to be learned to the point that his
neural and muscular habits function on a seemingly automatic level.
Some research in the teaching of usage has been
done in the past.

The results of several studies seem

to support one or more of these three general guidelines.
Mrs. R. I. Golden, a Detroit teacher who has done
work with audio-lingual instruction in English stated:
To change non-standard language patterns they
(§low learneri) need more emphasis on the method by
which they first learned to speak, the method of
imitation. They need to hear themselves using
better forms, and to let familiarity with better
forms grow into a habit (11:419).
Mrs. Golden worked with students who had very
basic dialect problems.

She evidently used a series of

tapes much like the A-LM foreign language tapes, which
provide extensive stimulus-response drill with the
material to be learned.
Another teacher, Prudence Cutright tested a variety
of approaches to teaching correct usage.

She summarized
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the methods tested in the Minneapolis Public Schools'
experiment as follows:
The six methods were (1) games, {2) Beta ( practice
on the incorrect form with knowledge of the correct),
(3) proofreading of prepared paragraphs, (4) choice of
constructions (writing the selected form in a blank),
(5) all methods ( one week on each), (6) choice of
constructions (writing the selected form plus oral
reading of all sentences) (8:682).
Concerning the results of this experiment Mrs. Cutright
reported:
The method employing choice of constructions with
both written and oral responses ranked first in
effectiveness. It seemed slightly more effective in
securing correct oral usage than in improving written
usage (8:690).
The comments of both of these teachers are in line
with the principles outlined above; a further point which
each teacher stresses is the importance of oral drill.
J.

c.

Tressler, a well known traditionalist, gives

further weight to this point.

He states:

A study of the structure of English does not
produce correct English. In teaching usage it is
of prime importance to provide abundant practice,
in order to make forms sound right (19:402).
Not only does Mr. Tressler stress the importance
of oral drill; he also questions one of the sacred old
traditions of English teaching.

For centuries the

structure of English sentences has been taught as a step
in the procedure of teaching students to use correct forms.
Mr. Tressler•s own textbooks (18) are based on this same
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principle, and although he questions the effectiveness
of this process on the one hand, he then defends it
saying, " • • • Grammatical study should make a pupil a
critic of his own usage and enable him to pick himself up
when he falls linguistically" (19:402).
Perceval Symonds comments on this point.

He says:

Grammar does have an influence on usage, but at
what cost? Without doubt for most children the difficulty of learning grammar as a means for improving
usage is so great that more direct attacks on usage
are certainly more profitable. our own results show
that mere repetition of correct forms where it is
clearly indicated what is correct and what the critical
point at issue is, has more influence on usage than
any procedure with grammar (17:93).
Commenting on the value of teaching sentence structure,
Mr. Symonds adds:
For gifted children the study of grammar may be
profitable. In the first place, the gifted child
learns grammar relatively more easily. In the second
place, with general principles to work from, a knowledge of grammar will cover more oases. Whoever
commands a generalization has command over a much wider
range of specific applications (17:93-94).
In effect, Mr. Symonds is saying that generalizations
concerning sentence structure are highly abstract generalizations about the language.

These generalizations may

simply be out of reach of the slow or average student.

Gen-

eralizations concerning usage, however, are generalizations
which deal with relatively concrete auditory and visual
images.

They are more meaningful to the average student,

for they deal with things that he can perceive directly.
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All of these people are saying that it is absurd to
start instruction with verbalized generalizations about
the language.

If the student is to learn to use the new

language forms, he must deal with the new forms themselves.
He must perceive them, understand them, and practice them
until using them becomes an "automatic" neural and muscular
response.
II.

HYPOTHESES

The question "how does one best teach a person to
use given language forms?" must be answered by integrating
the ideas of learning theorists and the empirical evidence
of previous research into a well defined methodology.

In

this section such an integrative process will be attempted.
Assumptions Underlying the Hypotheses
A review of the above material reveals the following
general principles:
1.

Language is first an oral phenomenon. Whatever
forms that a person is accustomed to using will
"sound" right to that person.

2.

A person will not learn new language patterns or
forms unless he feels a need to do so.

J.

The first step in the learning process must be
simple experience with the forms to be learned.
This experience should probably be on the oral
level.

4.

It is through extensive auditory and verbal experience with the forms to be learned that an individual
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will form an auditory concept or image of the
correctness or the appropriateness of a given
usage.

5.

A person can not be expected to verbalize meaningfully about a concept until the concept has formed
on a pre-verbal level. Thus the deductive
approach of giving a generalization and expecting
the learner to apply it to specific problems is
the reverse of the "natural process" of learning.

6.

When the learner is able to verbalize about a
language phenomenon in the absence of direct
contact with the phenomenon, he has probably
gained a relatively sophisticated concept of the
phenomenon.
In the light of these factors, what then would be an

effective methodology?

Such a methodology must (1) pro-

vide motivational factors; (2) include extensive oral and
verbal experiences with the forms to be learned; and (3)
assist students in forming concepts and in learning to
verbalize about their specific language experiences.
Statement of the Hypotheses
It was hypothesized, therefore, that the following
methodology would be an improvement over traditional
approaches to teaching usage.
1.

The Use of Motivational Procedures
a.

Teacher Attitude - The teacher should confront

his students honestly with the reasons for learning usage.
Generally his argument must be that the ability to recognize
and to use various standards of usage leads to greater
social acceptance, reward, and mobility for the speaker
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than he would otherwise have.
b.

Motivational Tests - The use of daily, oral,

choice-of-construction usage tests can lead to a sort of
game effect.

The student is challenged to "get everything

right."
2.

The Use of oral Pattern Drills
The most obvious answer to the problem of

providing extensive oral drill of language forms is to
adapt the "oral pattern drills" from foreign language
methodology.

The various types of pattern drills provide

extensive, yet controlled auditory and verbal experiences
with language patterns and forms.

They focus the attention

of the learner on specific language problems so that he
has an opportunity to examine the problems in relative isolation from other conflicting stimuli.

3.

The Use of an Inductive-Deductive Experience
for Students
Experience with audio-lingual foreign language

methodology in addition to examination of the learning
theories outlined above led the writer to believe that
concept formation can not be left entirely to the student,
in the sense that he is never required to attempt verbalization of the concepts which he is supposedly learning.

It

is not absolutely necessary, of course, that the student
be able to verbalize about his use of language forms.

If

he uses the desired forms, the proper behavior has been
achieved.

From the teacher's standpoint, however, a

student's ability to verbalize about his learning is an
indication that he has fixed the learning solidly on the
cognitive level.
A procedure which it was felt might offer some help
to the student in the process of concept formation and in
verbalizing about concepts is an inductive-deductive
sequence of experience.

The student is given an experience,

he is asked to verbalize about the experience.

Whether he

is able to verbalize about it or not, he is provided with a
generalization after a reasonable time.
This procedure can have three consequences: (1) the
learner may have verbalized an understanding and he may
compare what he has said with the generalization which is
provided; (2) the learner may not have been able to verbalize
a concept which he has actually formed, but he may recognize
the generalization given him as an adequate description of
his concept; or (3) the learner may simply not learn from
the process.
The teaching methodology for concept formation
proposed, then, would assume the following format:
1.

Auditory experience with the usages to be learned

2.

Inductive examination of the usages

JO
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Student generalization about the usages

4.

Deductive statement of a generalization about the
usages by the teacher

5.

Audio-lingual drill with the usages to be learned.

An actual teaching frame might appear as follows:
Examples - Examine the following pattern and form a
generalization about it.
Jim is here.
John is here.
Jim and John are here.
Form a Generalization
Generalization:

DRILL:

Singular subjects take singular verbs.
When two singular subjects are connected
by "and" they take plural verbs.

Jim has a book.
John has a book.
Jim and John •••••
etc.

Deduced Consequences
In testing this method three criteria were considered:

(1) oral discrimination of standard usage; (2)

visual discrimination of standard usage; and (J) use of
standard usage in written communications.
Three specific hypotheses, therefore, had to be
formed concerning the effectiveness of this methodology.
In the interests of simplicity and clarity, the null
hypothesis was used in each case.

It was hypothesized,

therefore, that this methodology would not be significantly
better than other methods of instruction in developing
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students' ability to:
1.

discriminate between standard and non-standard
usage orally

2.

discriminate between standard and non-standard
usage visually

J.

use standard usage consistently in written
communications.

CHAPTER III
METHODS OF RESEARCH
I.

SOURCES OF DATA

Testing of the method took place at Eisenhower
High School in Yakima, Washington.

Eisenhower is a school

which in general serves middle class families.

The incomes

of the parents of most of the students average from

$

6,ooo.

to perhaps $ 12,000.

There are some very

wealthy people living in the Eisenhower section of Yakima
District #7; however, very few really economically deprived
students attend this school.

Most of the high school

students in this town who might be described as economically
deprived live on the east side of the town which is served
by Davis High School.

A few, but not many, Eisenhower

students who come from the Union Gap and the Broadway
School Districts might be considered economically deprived.
(Part of Broadway actually was annexed to Yakima School
District #7 during the course of this experiment.)
The student population of Eisenhower High School
is predominantly white and protestant.

Eisenhower had a

few non-white students enrolled in the past five years:
two or three Negro students, perhaps five or six oriental
students, and a number of Mexican students have attended
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this school during the period.

Two catholic schools serve

most of the catholic families of the city, but a few catholic
students are enrolled in Eisenhower High School each year.
During the first year of this test, the English
program at Eisenhower was structured into four levels:
Honors English, College Preparatory English, Standard
English and Basic English.

Students were supposedly

placed in these groups on the basis of their level of
verbal aptitude, but this goal was not entirely realized.
Social pressures and other factors caused these di visions
to blur together.

It was true, however, that most of the

students who might be considered culturally or even
economically deprived were found in the standard or the
basic groups.
Within this general framework, the students who
were selected during the first year of testing were from
the college preparatory and the standard levels.

The choice

of these two groups gave a broad cross section of the
school's population, excluding only the extremely bright
and the extremely slow English students.
During the second year of the test, the English
program of Eisenhower High School had undergone a rather
radical revision.

In essence it had become a non-graded

program in which a total of twenty-one separate courses
were available to students.

It was hoped that students
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could be placed in courses with specific goals on the
basis of their specific needs, rather than on the basis
of a rather nebulous concept of general verbal ability.
The only formally organized class in "grammar" taught
in this school during the 1966-1967 school year was taught
by the writer within a sophomore course entitled Fundamentals££.. Writing.

This was a six weeks course with the

single goal of teaching standard English usage.

Each six

weeks a new class of approximately fifty students was
formed; all of the students in this course had scored low
on the expression section of the Cooperative English Test,
and therefore, evidently used relatively non-standard
English usage.
In effect, therefore, there were three test groups
involved in this project.

These groups were designated

Test Groups A, B, and C for purposes of identification.
Test Group !.
Test Group A consisted of fifty-four college
preparatory sophomores taught by the writer during the

1965-1966 school year in two classes of twenty-seven
students each.

These students generally were highly

motivated students who planned to enter college at the end
of their high school years.

They were, therefore, eager to

conform to a standard which they thought might assist them
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in their college work.

From this group, three smaller

groups of matched pairs were drawn, one for each skill
being tested.

Within Test Group A, therefore, an oral

test group, a visual test group, and a language sample
test group were established.

The matched pairs 1n each

of these groups were selected on the basis of sex and
their original tested performance in the given skill area.
The methods of matching will be discussed in greater
detail under the heading "Design of the Experiment."
On the pre-test using the Cooperative English
Test, Form A, the matched pair students from Test Group
A scored a 20.18 mean score out of a possible score of
27 in the usage area.

Thus it must be recognized that

most of these students did not have any deep-seated dialect
problems.

Their efforts in this area were primarily

directed toward achieving exactness in their use of
Standard English.
Test Group B
This test group consisted of fifty-seven standard
senior students taught by the writer during the 1965-1966
school year in two classes.

The experimental group contained

twenty-eight students and the control group contained twentynine.

These students, although many of them planned to enter

college after high school, were not highly motivated.

They
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offered the writer no particular discipline problems, but
they had a relatively short attention span.

As was the

case with Test Group A, three smaller groups of matched
pairs were drawn from this group--one for each skill being
tested.

Within Test Group B, therefore, were an oral

test group, a visual test group, and a language sample
test group.
The pre-test mean score of the matched pairs from
this group on the Cooperative English Test, Form 2A,
was 16.84, a score 3.34 points below that of the college
preparatory sophomores from Test Group A.

These students,

it would seem, had more basic dialect problems than the
students in Test Group A.
Test Group C
Test Group C consisted of 102 sophomore students
taught by the writer during the 1966-1967 school year.
They were selected for participation in the class
Fundamentals of Writing on the basis of relatively low
scores on the "Expression" section of the Cooperative
English Test, Form 2A. Matched pair test groups in the
specific skills areas were drawn from this larger group
on the basis of sex and original tested performance.
the case of this group, however, only two such matched
pair groups were drawn.

Because of the nature of the

In
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class, it was not possible to sample the students'
written communications.
The pre-instruction mean score of the matched
pairs from this group on the Cooperative English Test,
Form 2A, was 15.47, a score 4.17 points below that of
the college preparatory students in Test Group A.
These students differed from the students of the other
two groups in one very important way; most of the students
in this group had little extrinsic motivation to learn
standard usage.

Unlike the college preparatory sopho-

mores, most of these students evidently did not have the
guidance or pressures at home to excel in their work.
Whereas the standard seniors were near to graduation and
many of them hoped to continue in college, college for
most of the students in Test Group C were still a rather
remote goal.

Therefore, the motivation of survival in

college which spurred a number of the students in Test
Group B was largely absent in Test Group

II.

c.

DATA GATHERING INSTRUMENTS

There were two data gathering instruments and one
data gathering process involved in this experiment: (1) two
oral usage tests constructed by the writer; (2) the Cooperative English Tests, Forms 2A and 2B; and (3) a written
language sample.
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Oral Tests
Two forms of the comprehensive oral usage test,
Forms A and B, were constructed by the writer (See
Appendix A).

Form A only was used during the 1965-1966

school year.

This form originally contained seventy-

three items, three of which were dropped during the second
year because they were non-discriminatory.
never missed.

They were

Form B of the test was constructed for use

during the 1966-1967 school year and was used, therefore,
with Test Group C only.
Both tests consist of choice of construction type
items.

One sentence contains a non-standard usage; the

other sentence contains its standard equivalent.

The

student is required to choose between the two sentences;
he is instructed to choose the correct expression and
to mark the letter "A" or "B" on his answer sheet, whichever is appropriate.

The tests are both tape recorded so

that every time they are given, each test remains
essentially the same test.

All of the instructions given

the students are given on the tape.
Efforts to establish the validity of the tests were
not really necessary.

The standard of usage being learned

was arbitrarily established.

For a student to perform

well on the test, he must learn to recognize this arbitrary
standard and to react positively when he hears a sentence
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which conforms to the standard.

The test, therefore, is a

rather simple and obviously valid test in terms of the
arbitrary standard.

Whether the standard is really valid

in terms of actual American usage is another question.
Establishing the reliability of such a test, however, was more of a problem.

During the first year's

testing, Form A was given once on November 1 and again on
November 16 to all of the students in both Test Group A
and Test Group B (with the exception of a few students
who were absent on one of the two days).

The mean number

of errors for each test group on each date is given in
Table I.

The results of a correlation of the November 1

and the November 16 scores are also reflected.

The

Pearson Product Moment Correlation was used (See Appendix

E).
TABLE I

CORRELATION OF A RE-TEST OF TEST FORM A

Test
Group

A

Test
Group B

Mean Score (November 1)

18.54

22.35

Mean Score (November 16)

19.64

22.30

.70

.92

Correlation of November l
and November 16 scores
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On the test-retest of Form A during November of

1965, the seniors were most consistent in their reactions.
There were only .05 points difference between the November 1
and November 16 mean scores of this group, and the correlation
of their test scores was a high .92.

These results might

have been predicted, because these students probably had
rather rigid dialect patterns in their speech.
The college preparatory students, on the other hand,
were less consistent.

Their language habits were probably

a good deal more fluid because they hear a greater variety
of language patterns consistently: the relatively standard
forms of their home environments, the relatively formal
standard of their teachers, and the relatively non-standard
forms of some of their peers.

Thus it is perhaps not

surprising to find a vascillation between the November 1
and the November 16 mean scores of this group just over
one full point.

The relatively weaker correlation of .70

was a logical outcome, too.
During the second year the same process was followed
to establish the reliability of the alternate forms of this
test.

These tests were given, in this case, to classes

of heterogenous sophomores who were not involved in the
experiment.

The tests were given on consecutive days,

Form A on the first day and Form B on the second day.
Fifty-three students were tested.

The results of this
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testing are shown in Table II.
TABLE II
CORRELATION OF TEST FORM A WITH TEST FORM B
MeanForm A

MeanForm B

30.9

31.8

Correlation of Form
A scores with Form B scores

Cooperative English Tests
The Cooperative English Tests are standardized tests
published by the Educational Testing Service.
consist of two major divisions:
test.

These tests

a reading test and a language

The latter section was the one used for this project.
This section is further broken into two sections:

an effectiveness section and a mechanics section.

Again the

latter section was used in this project.
The mechanics section can be further reduced to its
constituent parts: it includes items dealing with spelling,
punctuation, capitalization and usage.

The final category

includes twenty-seven items in each form of the test.
Because this test could not be used in its entirety,
the norms which have been established for it were of little
use in this experiment.

The overall score for the mechanics

section, of course, can be interpreted in terms of national
norms, but for the purposes of this project the total
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mechanics section could not be used.

A student's score

in spelling or punctuation or capitalization on the test
might have obscured the results of his performance in
the usage area.
For the purposes of this test, therefore, the usage
problems only were considered.

The scores given below

reflect the students• performance on the twenty-seven
usage items.
These items are all of the "mangled sentence" type.
A student is asked to read the item which is divided into
three lines.

Then he is to indicate which line contains

an error by marking "A", "B", or "C" on his answer sheet.
If there are no errors in the example, a fourth choice
designated by "0" on the answer sheet is provided.
Written Language Sample
A written language sample is a relatively simple
testing device.

The student is asked to submit essays

of a given length.

In these essays are reflected his

particular language patterns and usages.

The experimenter,

then, having established a standard of usage, marks any
usage which deviates from this standard as an "error."
errors are then compiled for each student.
errors in six categories were compiled:

These

In this project,
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1.
2.

J.

4.
5.
6.

Pronoun-antecedent agreement
Subject-verb agreement
Position-case agreement of pronouns
Prepositions
Verbs
Modifiers
The experimenter must set the size of his language

sample in some way.

In this experiment, approximately

nine hundred words was considered a desirable size because
of the conditions under which the experiment was conducted.
Obviously a much larger language sample would have been
highly desirable, but the experimenter set the size
realistically in terms of the time which he had to devote
to this type of testing.

The reasons why nine hundred words

was considered the desirable size for this experiment will
be discussed under the heading "testing procedures."
III.

PROCEDURES FOR THE EXPERIMENT

The procedures used in this experiment will be
discussed in terms of three factors: (1) the design of
the experiment; (2) the teaching procedures; and (3) the
testing procedures.
Design of the Experiment
Generally, the experiment followed the classical
design for experimental research.
each population to be tested.

Samples were drawn from

In this case, samples were

drawn from three different populations and were labeled
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Test Groups A, B, and C for convenience in identification.
Within each of these samples, a group of students was chosen
as an experimental group and another group of students was
chosen as a control group.

The experimental group in each

case was trained according to the new experimental method,
whereas the control groups were trained by some other
method.

These methods will be outlined below.
Students were tested before the instruction period

to determine their level of achievement in the three areas.
At the end of this period the students were all tested
again in each ability area.
Matched pairs were drawn from the experimental and
the control groups on the basis of sex and the original
scores of the students in each particular skill area.

For

each test group (except Test Group C), therefore, three
subordinate matched pair groups were formed: an auditory
test group, a visual test group, and a language sample
group.

Test Group C involved only the first two areas.

For purposes of closer identification the symbols "0" for
oral, "V" for visual, and "LS" for language sample were added
to the test group titles.

Thus Test Group A-0 would desig-

nate the college preparatory sophomores whose scores on the
oral test were used in this study.
It was felt that drawing matched pairs from the test
groups in each specific skills area was more logical than
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matching pairs on the basis of a general English score or
a general I. Q. score.

Although there is probably some

correlation between intelligence and the standard of
usage that a person uses, there is no reason why a highly
intelligent person might not use non-standard usage.

He

probably will if his parents and other associates do.

As

a result a student with a non-standard language background,
even though he may be as intelligent as a student with a
relatively standard language background would probably
have more basic problems to overcome than the other
student.

His learning, therefore, might have to come at

greater cost than the learning of the standard student.
A problem arises, of course, of how to control the
intelligence factor of these matched students.

Two

students of similar language backgrounds might vary considerably in their ability to learn.
This problem was in part controlled by the fact
that the students in this experiment were all in a track
system.

They had all supposedly been assigned to their

classes on the basis of their general verbal ability.
In the process of analysis of the evidence, however, an
additional attempt was made to control the intelligence
factor.

Students in Test Group A who were highly verbal,

those who took a very active and effective part in class
discussion, were identified; and their performance in
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relationship to that of the group as a whole was noted.
Identification of these students was done on the basis
of the writer's observation of their behavior over an
entire school year.
Finally, three "t" tests of significance were computed for each test group.

The final mean score of the

experimental group was compared with its initial mean
score.

The final mean score of the control group was

compared with its initial mean score.

This comparison

showed whether the individual groups had made progress
which could be considered significant in terms of their
original distribution of scores.
A third test involved a comparison of the final
mean score of the experimental group and the final mean
score of the control group to determine whether one group
or the other had gained significantly more.
These same tests were used to analyze the performance of highly verbal students and also the performance
of less verbal students in Test Group A.
The five per cent level was established as the
statistical measure of significant learning.
Teaching Procedures
The teaching procedures involved in this project
must be described in terms of each test group.

It was
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considered desirable with the control groups to employ
a variety of what can now be considered traditional
approaches to teaching English usage, because it is
conceivable that one approach might be more effective than
another.
~

group !• This test group was taught in a

traditionally organized English class in wmich a variety
of goals were pursued.
ture, composition, etc.

students were also studying literaThe test period began January 4,

1966, and ended on April 1, 1966, a period of sixty-one
school days.

Twenty minutes a day were allotted to the

study of grammar in both the control and the experimental
groups.

If the twenty minute period was lost for one

group due to an assembly or some other school function, it
was automatically dropped for the other group the same day.
The materials used with the experimental group were
those constructed by the writer, all of which followed
the pattern outlined earlier.

Examples were given orally

to illustrate a specific point of English usage.

The

students were then instructed to form a generalization
concerning these examples.

As soon as a satisfactory

generalization had been formed by the class, a generalization
formed by the teacher was given.

Most teacher-formed

generalizations were given in terms of the usages themselves;
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however, at various points it was found that reference to
sentence structure was unavoidable.

The students, of

course, all had studied sentence structure before, and
often they would cast their generalizations in terms of
sentence structure, even at points where a generalization
could have been formed in terms of usage only.

The final

phase of this instruction, of course, was the pattern
drills, which were used to reinforce the students'
understanding of the usage.
Efforts to motivate the students followed the
pattern outlined above.

The language philosophy which

sees usage as a social thing rather than a set of rights
and wrongs was explained to the students.

The connection

between usage and social acceptance, reward, and mobility
was discussed.

Daily, oral, choice-of-construction,

motivational tests were used so that the students would be
able to check their progress.

These tests were all oral;

one such test was tape recorded for each category of usage
problems and was used several times during the instructional
process.

(An interesting factor about the use of these

tests was that students, even having heard the identical
test several times, often continued making exactly the
same errors after as many as three or four trials with the
test.

Usage habits, evidently, are thoroughly ingrainedt)

All of the teaching materials were tape recorded,
and the tape recorder was used extensively in class
activities, partially to conserve the instructor's voice,
but also to maintain a rather regular rhythmn to the
instructional activity.
The materials used by the control group were
English in Action (18).
constructed.

This book is traditionally

A group of rules are given with examples

to illustrate them.

The student is required to apply

these rules to specific written drill exercises.

In

"going over" the assignments, of course, some oral drill
is accomplished.

Generally, however, this oral drill

consists of reading an incorrect sentence and correcting
it.

A lesson may consist of twenty to forty such responses,

whereas the pattern drills in the experimental method
may require in the neighborhood of four hundred to five
hundred student responses during a normal fifty-five
minute period.
The traditional approach to teaching usage is
followed carefully in this book.
with syntax.

First the book deals

Then students learn about the forms of

the language and how to fit the language forms into the
syntactical patterns of the language.
taught in this book is "Latin Grammar."

The type grammar
Latin grammar

describes a given sentence position in terms of a philosophical understanding of how the sentence position is used.
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From such a description of the function of the subject
position, for example, the learner is expected to learn
how to identify the subject; next he may be asked to
learn to identify the nominative case of personal pronouns; a third step in this process involves his learning
that the nominative case personal pronouns are used in the
subject position; and finally, he is expected to coordinate
this information into a habitual use of the nominative
case pronoun in the subject position.
Efforts to motivate the students in the control
group were the normal ones.

The assumption that the

standard being taught was the "right standard" was never
questioned.

There was no effort made to give students a

more rational reason for learning than that they "should''
learn this standard.
The normal visual testing was done at the beginning
and at the conclusion of each unit of study.

Students

were graded on the basis of all of their work; but, of
course, testing had to be done so that their usage scores
on the final test were separate from their other test
scores.
Test

group~·

This test group, too, was taught in a

normal English class in which a variety of goals were
pursued.

The time allotted to instruction was twenty

minutes a day; the test period was from January 4, 1966, to
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April 1, 1966.

The same efforts were made to insure

that the time periods were identical as were made with
Test Group A.
The materials used with the control group, however,
were somewhat different.

Using Good English (3), the

textbook that was used, is organized in the same way as
Tressler•s book:

rules are given and students are

expected to apply these rules to solve specific problems
of usage.

The only real difference between this book and

the one used with Test Group A lies in the approach to
teaching sentence structure.

This book discusses syntax in

terms spelled out by the structural linguists.

The discussion

of syntax is done in terms of word position within the
sentence rather than a philosophical understanding of how
the word functions.

The students are expected to follow

the same process as with Latin Grammar, however.

They

are to understand syntax, to learn a set of rules concerning
how forms are used within the syntax of English, and to
apply these understandings to their specific language
communications.
Test group

c.

This test group was taught under

considerably different conditions from those in which the
other two test groups were taught.

First, the experimental

and control groups were not taught concurrently.

Second,
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the classes were not organized into traditional units.
And finally, the materials used by the control group
were less traditional from the standpoint of teaching
methodology than those used with the other two groups.
Test Group c was taught in large groups of
approximately fifty students in each group.

The writer

was assigned one such class every six weeks during the

1966-1967 school year with the single goal of teaching
English usage.

No concurrent instruction in any other area

was given during this period.
Fifty-five minutes were allotted to this study each
day; the class period was further organized into two
twenty-five minute periods of work with a five minute
break separating them.

Chosen as the experimental group

were the students enrolled during the third six weeks
period beginning December 6, 1966 and ending January 18,

1967.

The control group began its instructional period

on January 23, 1967 and ended this period of instruction
on February 24, 1967.

Both groups were given twenty-five

days of actual instruction.

The experimental group,

unfortunately, had a ten day Christmas vacation splitting
the test period approximately in half.
The experimental group used the same materials
used by Test Groups A and B.

The pattern of instruction

was the same, and the methods of motivation were the same.
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The materials used with the control group, however,
were a programmed text, English 2600 (2), a text which
utilizes the frame concept.

A student starts with

relatively simple concepts.

He is given a problem for

which he must find the correct answer; by turning the
page, he may then find whether his answer is correct or
not.

This is, therefore, an inductive process.

If the

student follows the program as intended, he should be
thoroughly involved in the process of concept formation.
The fact that this book is carefully programmed, that
each step proceeds logically and by a relatively small
step to the next, probably makes the inductive process
in this book somewhat superior to that found in the materials
constructed by the writer.
Otherwise, however, this book is organized on the same
premises as the other two text books.
all visual.

The materials are

The student first tries to gain an understanding

of the overall syntax of the English language; he learns
which forms are used in a given sentence position.

He is

then expected to integrate this information into an habitual
use of the right form in the right position.
Another important difference is that English 2600
has dropped some of the most unrealistic usages which are
found in the other texts.

All reference to differences

between "shall" and "will" have been dropped, along with

several other very form.al usages.

This fact has

significance, of course, in the area of testing.

The

test items reflecting these usages had to be dropped
from the oral test before consideration of the results
could be valid.

The Cooperative English Test did not have

to be altered, for none of these items were found in this
test.
Testing Procedures
Testing was done in terms of three specific skills:
(1) the ability to discriminate between standard and nonstandard usage by auditory analysis; (2) the ability to
discriminate between standard and non-standard usage by
visual analysis; and (3) the ability to use standard
usage consistently in written communications.

Testing

procedures must, therefore, be discussed in terms of the
three tests which were used •

.Qr!.! testing. The ability of the individual student
to discriminate between standard and non-standard usage
orally was tested by employing tape-recorded pairs of
sentences, one of which contained a non-standard usage and
the other of which contained its standard equivalent.
During the first year a seventy-three item test,
Form A, was used.
each test group:

This test was used three times with
once on November 1, again on November 16,
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and a third time at the end of the test period on April 1,

1966.

Thus the test pattern for Test Groups A and B in this

area was a test-retest pattern.
During the second year, another form of this test
was added, Test Form B.

Test Group C was tested using

Form A at the beginning of each six week's period and
Form B at the end of each test period.

It was felt that

an equivalent forms test pattern was required to help
support or to refute the results of the previous year's
testing in this area.
Because these tests are tape recorded there
is an almost absolute control over the amount of time required
to administer the test.

When the tape recorder is started

the test begins. and it is never stopped until the final
test item has been read.

Test Form A takes fifteen minutes

and forty-five seconds; Test Form B takes sixteen minutes
and fifteen seconds.

All of the instructions for the test

are given on the tape, so there is no deviation from test
situation to test situation in this area.
Visual testing.

The Cooperative English Tests of

the Educational Testing Service were used for testing
student ability to differentiate between standard and
non-standard usage on the visual level.

In each case

Test Form 2A was used at the beginning of the experiment

and Test Form 2B was used at the end of the experiment.
The instructions read to the students were those
which accompany the tests.

These instructions were read

carefully so as to minimize the possibility that misunderstanding would affect the students• scores.
In each case the twenty-five minute time period
allowed for the mechanics section was observed carefully
so that all students would have an equal chance.

Most

students in all classes finished all of the tests in the
twenty-five minute period.
One variable which the writer was unable to control
with Test Group C was that the first test, Test Form 2A,
was administered in a large group session on November 16,

1966, before the particular group of students involved in
this experiment moved into the writing phase of their
studies.

The second time that each group was tested (with

Form 2B), the test situation was a normal class session.
This fact has two important implications.

First,

the control over the large group could not be as effective
as it was over the smaller groups.

Second, and perhaps

more important, the control group was tested for the second
time over one month later than the experimental group.
They had, in the meantime been exposed to instruction in
another

phase of the writing course which the experimental

students experienced after they had been tested the second
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time.

These experiences might have helped the students

in the control group to score higher than they would
have solely on the basis of their instruction in the
writer's six weeks course.
Language samples.

During the first twelve weeks

of the 1965-1966 school year, students in Test Groups A
and B were required to write three essays of approximately
three-hundred words each.

This form of testing is quite

difficult to control rigorously, for there are several
factors which are not entirely in the hands of the investigator.

The biggest problem is controlling the exact length

of the essays.

Students can interpret a three-hundred

word essay assignment to mean anything from fifty or less
words to one-thousand or more words.

The best control

which can be exercised by the investigator is to assign
several more essays than he intends to use, and to select
for each student the essays (in this case three) which
come closest to fulfilling the word requirement.

This

process was followed in this experiment; the essays chosen
all fell between two-hundred and fifty and three-hundred and
fifty words.
Another problem which causes the experimenter diff icul ty in this type of testing is the factor of students'
copying material from other sources.

The only control which
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the experimenter has over this problem is, at the
beginning of the experiment, to decide that any essay
about which there is any question must be eliminated.
As a result of the former problems, the experimenter sometimes has difficulty getting the appropriate
number of essays from individual students, and thus the
number of students who may be considered in the experiment is reduced.
One further variable which the investigator must
control is that of errors in checking the essays.

It is,

of course, possible for a teacher to miss errors when
he is reading papers.

For the results of this sampling

to be meaningful, however, it is necessary for the
investigator to be sure that he does not miss any errors.
From the beginning of this project, therefore, the following
procedure for checking papers was used.

Ea.ch paper used

in this experiment was read at least twice, the first time
for general errors and writing problems, and the second time
specifically for the usage problems covered in this
experiment.

CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
The results of testing will be organized in terms
of the type of skill tested.

The results for each group

on the oral test, for example will be presented in one
section.

The Cooperative English Test results will be

presented in another section.

The language sample

results will be given in a third section.

Analysis of

the test results will constitute the second half of the
chapter.
I.

PRESENTATION OF EVIDENCE

Oral Test Results
Test group A-0.

The matched pair groups (See

Appendix B) both made significant progress in this area.
The control group made a mean increase in score from

54.4 to 58 points.

This J.6 increase in mean score was

significant at the .05 level.

The mean score of the

experimental group increased from 54.4 on the pre-test
to 65 on the post-test.

This 10.6 point increase was

significant at the .001 level.

The difference between

the final mean scores of the two groups was 7 points; this
difference was significant at the .01 level.
in Table III, located on page 60.

This is shown
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TABLE III
ORAL TEST RESULTS

Pre-instr
Mean

Post-instr
Mean

Level
of sig

Level
Di ff of sig

Test Group A-0
Experimental
Control

54.4
54.4

65.0
58.0

>

>

.001
.05

7

50.08
50.08

56.16
50.61

>

<

.001
.20

5.45

> .05

30.9
30.9

34.9
JJ.5

>
>

.001
.05

1.4

<

>

.01

Test Group B-0
Experimental
Control
Test Group C-0
Experimental
Control

.05
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Several students in each group were highly verbal
during class activities.

One might consider these students

both highly motivated and quite able to deal with concepts
about the language.

Seven such students in the experi-

mental group started with a score of 56 and finished with
a score of 68, for an increase of 12 points.
was significant at the .001 level.

This increase

Six such students in

the control group started with a score of 54 and ended
with a score of 61.16 for a mean increase of 7.16.

This

increase was significant at the .05 level.
The remaining students in each group might be considered less verbal but generally highly motivated.

Eight

such students in the experimental group started with a score
of 53 and ended with a score of 62.37 for a net increase
of 9.37 points.
level.

This increase was significant at the .001

Nine students in the control group started with a

score of 54.77 and ended with a score of 55.88 for a net
increase of 1.11 points.

This increase was not statistically

significant.
Test group B-0.

The standard senior students (See

Appendix C) taught during the 1965-1966 school year showed more
mixed results.

The control group started with a mean score of

50.08 and ended with a score of 50.61.
was not statistically significant.

This small increase

The experimental group
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pre-instruction mean score was also 50.08; its postinstruction mean score was 56.16.

This 6.08 point

increase was significant at the .001 level.

A comparison

of the increase in the scores of these two groups shows
a difference of 5.45 points in favor of the experimental
group.

This difference in the mean scores is significant

at the .05 level. (See Table III)
So few of these students can be considered highly
verbal that a comparison on this basis is not possible.
One boy (J.D.) in the control group was unusually verbal
and highly motivated for this group.
of 12 points.

He made an increase

The best final scores in the experimental

group were made by the most verbal students (B.K., 61;
M.L., 62; J.H., 63; S.B., 66;) but none of these students
were what could be considered highly verbal and only one
(S.B.) was really highly motivated.
Test group C-0.

The less able sophomore students

(See Appendix D) taught during the 1966-1967 school year
did not follow exactly the same pattern.

The experimental

group started with a mean score of 30.9; on their final
test these students scored a mean of 34.9 for a net increase
of

4.oo

points.

This increase was significant at the .001

level.
The control group, likewise, made a small increase.
These students began with a mean score of J0.9 and ended
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with a score of 33.5 for a net increase of 2.6 points.
This increase was significant at the .05 level.

(See

Table III).
The experimental group made a slightly greater
increase than did the control group.

The difference in

the final scores of these two groups was 1.4 points in
favor of the experimental group.

This difference was

not statistically significant.
Visual Test Results
It must be recalled that the matched pairs (See
Appendices B, C, and D) in these groups are not necessarily
the same students as those in the oral test groups.

These

groups consist of students matched on the basis of sex
and their original usage scores on the Cooperative English
Test.
Test group A-V.

The pre-instruction mean score of

the control group and of the experimental group on this test
was 20.18.

The post-instruction mean score of the experi-

mental group was 22.37; this increase of 2.19 points for
the experimental group was significant at the .001 level.
The post instruction mean score of the control group was
22.25; this increase of 2.07 points was significant at the
.Ol level.
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The difference between the post-instruction mean
scores of the two groups was only .12 points in favor
of the experimental group.

This difference was not

statistically significant.

This is shown in Table IV,

located on page 65.
In the experimental group seven students can be
considered highly verbal students.

The pre-instruction

mean score of this group was 21.00; the post-instruction
mean score was

24.oo.

This increase of 3.00 points was

significant at the .01 level.

In the control group

nine students could be considered highly verbal.

The pre-

instruction mean score of this group was 20.55; the postinstruction mean was 23.00.

This 2.45 increase was sig-

nificant at the .01 level.
There were seven students in the control group who
might be considered less verbal.

The original mean score

of this group was 19.71; the post-instruction mean score
was 21.28.

The 1.57 difference between these scores was

not statistically significant.
In the experimental group nine students might be
considered less verbal; the pre-instruction mean score of
this group was 19.70; its post-instruction mean score was
21.40.
1.70.

The difference between these two mean scores was
This difference was significant at the .01 level.
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TABLE IV
COOPERATIVE ENGLISH TEST RESULTS

Pre-instr
Mean

Post-instr
Mean

Level
of si5

Di ff

Level
of sis

Test Group A-V
Experimental
Control

20.18
20.18

22.37 "> .001
22.25 > .01

16.48
16.84

19.00
19.07

15.47
15.47

17.58
18.52

.12

< .05

;> .02
> .01

.07

<

.05

>

.90

<

.05

Test Group B-V
Experimental
Control
Test Group C-V
Experimental
Control

>

.05

.001
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Test group B-V.

The pre-instruction mean scores

of each of the test groups was 16.84.

The post-test mean

score of the control group was 19.07; the post-test mean
score of the experimental group was 19.00.

The 2.23

increase of the control group was significant at the .Ol
level.

The 2.16 increase of the experimental group was

significant at the .02 level.
The difference between the mean increases of the
scores of these two groups was .07 points.

This difference

was not statistically significant (See Table IV).
In this testing area, as well as in the oral area,
it was not possible to designate highly verbal and less
verbal students.

The highest scores, again, were made by

the most verbal students (J.D., 24; N.M., 23: B.K., 23;
and M.L., 23), with one notable exception.

M.J., a control

student, took little part in class activities; yet he made
four points progress, and his final score of 24 points
equaled the top score of 24 on the post-instruction test.
Test group C-V.

This group of students taught

during the 1966-1967 school year showed results which
were similar to those found with the other two groups.

The

experimental group and the control group started with a
mean of 15.47 correct answers.

On the final test the

experimental students increased their mean score to 17.58
for a net increase of 2.11, which was significant at the .05
level.
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The control group scored a mean 18.52 correct
responses on the final test for a net increase of 3.05.
This increase was significant at the .001 level.
On the final test the control group made slightly
more correct responses than the experimental students did.
The final mean score of the control group was 18.5; the
final mean score of the experimental group was 17.6.

The

.9 difference between these scores was not statistically
significant (See Table IV).
Language Sample Results
Again, it must be noted, that the matched pairs
in this group (See Appendices B and C) are not necessarily
the same students as those in the other two test areas.
These groups consist of students from the larger group,
matched on the basis of sex and their original number of
errors in their fall language samples.
Test group A-LS.

The mean number of errors made by

the control group in its pre-instruction language sample
was 6.41.

The experimental group made slightly fewer errors.

Its original mean score was 6.33.
The experimental group reduced its errors by an average
of 3.42 errors; the post-instruction sample for this group
reflected a mean 2.91 errors.
at the .01 level.

This decrease was significant
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The control group, on the other hand, made a mean
of 7.16 errors in its spring language sample.

This score

is, of course, a loss; the students made a mean .75 more
errors in the spring than in the fall.

This loss was not

statistically significant, however {See Table V).
Five students in the experimental group might be
considered highly verbal; this group had a pre-instruction
mean of 5.00 errors and a post-instruction mean of 2.20
errors.

This decrease of 2.80 points was not statistically

significant.
In the control group seven students could be considered highly verbal.

This group started with a mean

6.47 errors and made a mean 4.71 errors in the spring
sample.

Although the overall control group recorded more

errors in the spring sample than in the fall sample, this
group of highly verbal students actually reduced its
number of errors by 1.86 errors.

This reduction was

significant at the .02 level.
There were seven less verbal students in the experimental group who started with a mean of 7.28 errors; this
group reduced its mean number of errors to J.42 on the
spring sample.

The net reduction of J.86 errors was

statistically significant at the .05 level.

TABLE V
LANGUAGE SAMPLE RESULTS

Pre-instr
Mean

Post-instr Level
Mean
of sis

Level
Di ff of sis

Test Group A-LS
Experimental
Control

6.JJ
6.41

2.91
7.16

> .01
< .20

4.25

> .01

9.75
9.58

5.00
7.JJ

><.

.02
.20

2. JJ

<

Test Group B-LS
Experimental
Control

.20
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In the control group five less verbal students
started with a mean 6.20 errors on the fall sample; in
the spring this group recorded a mean 10.60 errors for
a net increase of 4.40 errors.

The learning loss in the

control group was concentrated, therefore, in the language
samples of the less verbal students.

This loss was not

statistically significant.
Test group B-LS.

The control group made a mean

9.58 errors in the fall language sample.

The experimental

group made a mean 9.75 errors, slightly more than the
control group.
In the spring language sample the control group made
a mean

7.JJ errors, 2.25 fewer than in the fall.

reduction was not statistically significant.

This

The experi-

mental group made a mean 5.00 errors in the spring sample,
4.75 fewer errors than in the fall.
errors was significant at the

This reduction in

.02 level.

The

2.JJ difference

between the final scores of these groups, however, was not
statistically significant.
Two radical increases in the control students•
scores distort the otherwise reasonably good learning pattern
of the control group.

J.L. started with six errors in the

fall sample; he made 19 errors on the spring sample.

D.w.

started with eight errors in the fall; his spring errors
were

20.

The difference between the mean scores of the
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experimental and of the control groups is, therefore,
largely a result of the scores of these two students.
II.

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Auditory Testing
Test groups A-0

~

An overview of the first

.!:.Q.

year's testing in this area shows that the experimental
methods of instruction were generally superior to the
traditional textbook instruction.

The Test Group A-0

experimental group increased its score on the oral test
seven points more than did the control group.

The level

of significance of this difference was .01.
Probing into the results of this group reveals that
the highly verbal and also the less verbal experimental
students made strong progress.

The highly verbal experi-

mental students increased their scores by 12 points; the
less verbal students by 9.37 points.
A breakdown of the scores in the control group, however, reveals a different pattern.

The highly verbal

students in the control group made good progress; they
increased their mean score by 7.16 points.

The less verbal

students, however, made very weak progress, only 1.11 points.
The Test Group B-0 students scored in the same
pattern as the Test Group A-0 students.
students were not highly verbal.

Most of these

As in Test Group A-0, the

experimental students who were not highly verbal made
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strong gains; the control students who also were not
highly verbal made almost no gains.

Individual students

in the control group, however, who were verbally active
in the class, did make strong gains.
There are two definite patterns to this information.
First, it seems that the experimental methods can have a
strong influence over the ability of students to discriminate
between one standard and another by auditory analysis.

Each

experimental test group during the first year made statistically significant progress in this area.
The second pattern has to do with the control group.
It seems from the results of this experiment that the
highly verbal student does have considerable transfer between
traditional textbook study and the ability to discriminate
between standard and non-standard usages that he hears.
Perhaps the verbal student has a mind complex enough to
learn from the few responses required of him in a traditional
textbook.
The non-verbal student, however, seems to have little
such transfer.

In the control groups of both Test Group A-0

and Test Group B-0, those students who were less active
verbally did not do well in auditory discrimination.

There

was evidently almost no transfer between what they learned
visually from a traditional textbook and their ability to
discriminate between standard and non-standard usages that
they hear.
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Test group C-0.

The results of testing with Test

Group C-0 can not be related directly to the results
with the other two groups, for the materials used with
the control group are quite a departure from those used
with the control groups of the other two test groups.
English 2600, which was used by this group, involves the
student in problem solving, and it also provides systematic
reinforcement of the students• correct responses.

Thus,

this material is more in line with the analysis of learning
presented in Chapter II than the traditional textbook
materials are.

The main difference between this textbook

and the experimental materials is the fact that English
2600 trains students through visual stimuli, whereas the
experimental materials are an attempt to train students
through auditory stimuli.
The results of testing show what might have been
expected.

The experimental group did slightly better on

the final oral discrimination test than the control group
did, but not significantly better.

Neither group made the

remarkable progress that was made by the experimental
sophomores in Test Group A-0, but it must be remembered
that these students were generally students with quite low
motivation and who were not verbally active.

The results

of testing with this group compare favorably with the results
gained with the experimental group of Test Group B-0, the
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standard seniors.

On a seventy-three item test the

experimental seniors increased their mean scores by

6.06 points or approximately eight per cent.

On a

forty-five item test the experimental sophomores in
Test Group C-0 increased their mean score by

4.oo

points

or approximately nine per cent.
The control students in Test Group C-0 did much
better in per cent of increase, however, than the control
students from the other two test groups, with the exception
of the highly verbal control students in Test Group A-0.
These were the only two control groups which made significant progress in oral discrimination.
Visual

Testin~

Test groups A-V and B-V.

There is a marked

similarity in the results of visual testing among all of
the groups considered during the first year.

The Test

Group A-V experimental students scored an increase of
2.19 points; the control group scored an increase of 2.07.
Both of these groups made progress which was statistically
significant; but there was no significant difference
between the progress of the groups.
The highly verbal experimental students scored an
increase of J.OO points; highly verbal control students
scored an increase of 2.44 points.

The increase for both

of the groups was significant at the .Ol level.

Because
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these groups were not matched pair groups, statistical
cross comparison was not possible; but it is evident that
there was little difference in the performance of the
two groups.
The less verbal experimental students scored an
increase of 1.70 points; the less verbal control students
scored an increase of 1.57 points.

The increase of the

experimental group was significant at the .01 level; the
increase of the control group was not statistically
significant.

The .13 point difference in favor of the

experimental group, although it can not be analysed
statistically, obviously has little significance.
The experimental group of Test Group B-V scored
an increase of 2.16 points; the control group scored an
increase of 2.23 points.

The learning of both groups

was statistically significant, but the .07 point difference between the two final scores was not statistically
significant.
The results of the first year's testing, therefore,
indicate that there is no significant difference between
the two approaches to teaching students to discriminate
between standard and non-standard usage visually.

Either

the "traditional textbook approach" or the "inductivedeductive, audio-lingual approach" can result in a modest
increase in visual discrimination, but neither approach
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results in spectacular learning.
It must be noted, however, that the small increase
in the scores of the students in Test Group A-V is
probably more significant than the approximately equal
increase in the scores of the Test Group B-V students.
The Test Group A-V students were only slightly more than
four points away from a perfect score with their final
performance, while the Test Group B-V students scored a
mean approximately eight points away from a perfect performance on their final test.

The nearer a group comes to a

perfect score, one might speculate, the more difficult it
becomes for the mean score of the group to increase markedly.
Test group C-V.

The results of testing with Test

Group C-V followed essentially the same pattern as those
with the other two groups.

Both the control and the experi-

mental groups made significant progress.

There was a slight

edge in the final mean score of .90 points in favor of the
control group, but this difference was not significant.
The greatest increase in the mean score of any group
on the final test, however, was made by the control students
of Test Group C-V.

3.05.

These students made a mean increase of

The next greatest increase was made by the highly

verbal experimental students in Test Group A-V; their increase
was 3.00.

These groups increased their correct responses

approximately eleven per cent.
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The same reasoning, however, as above might be
applied to the relative significance of the Test Group
A-V and the Test Group C-V increases in scores.

The

final mean scores in Test Group C-V were 17.58 for the
experimental group and 18.52 for the control group,
approximately two points below the level at which the
Test Group A-V students started.

Again, it might be

speculated that an increase of this type might be less
significant than an increase which moves the mean for an
entire group within 5 points of a perfect score.
None of the methods, however, resulted in the
spectacular progress for which a teacher hopes.
Language Samples
The language samples taken during the first year
of testing indicate that the experimental methods might
be more effective in encouraging the use of standard usages
in written communications than traditional textbook methods.
The Test Group A-LS experimental group reduced its
mean errors in the spring sample by 3.42, an increase which
is significant at the .01 level.

The control group actually

made more errors in the spring than in the fall, although
not significantly more.
A breakdown of these scores on the basis of verbal
activity shows that the highly verbal students of both
the experimental and the control groups made progress.

The
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experimental students reduced their errors by 2.80 points
in the spring sample, but this reduction was not statistically significant.
errors by 1.86.
.02 level.

The control students reduced their

This reduction was significant at the

Although cross comparison is not possible,

it is doubtful whether there is much significance between
the learning of these groups.
The less verbal students, however, showed mixed
results.

The less verbal experimental students actually

out-improved their more verbal classmates.
their errors by an average J.86 errors.
was significant at the .05 level.

They reduced

This reduction

The control students,

however, recorded a mean 4.40 error increase in their
spring sample.

This increase was not statistically

significant, although it was very close to being so.
The pattern with Test Group B-LS however, was not
the same.

In the first place both the experimental and the

control students made progress.

The control group made an

average 2.25 point reduction in errors; the experimental
group reduced its mean errors by 4.75 points.

The reduction

of the errors made by the experimental group was statistically significant; that of the control group was not.
The language sample results with Test Group A-LS
parallel the results of the same group in the auditory
testing area.

The highly verbal students did quite well by
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both methods.

As with the auditory tests, however, the

results with the less verbal students split.

The experi-

mental students did well; the control students did not.
This pattern did not follow with the Test Group
B-LS students, however. Neither group was made up of highly
verbal students, and if this group had followed the pattern
of the less verbal students in Test Group A-LS, the experimental students would have made good progress and the
control students would have made none.
The fact is that the experimental students did make
good progress, but the control students, also, made progress.
In addition is the fact that the control students would
have made almost as much progress as the experimental students if it had not been for strong increases in the numbers
of errors made by two control students.
Thus, although there seems to be some advantage in
this area as the result of the experimental methods, the
results are not clear cut and decisive enough to warrant a
strong statement in favor of the experimental pattern.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FURTHER STUDY
I.

SUMMARY

The purpose of this study was to determine whether
the proposed "inductive-deductive, audio-lingual methods"
of instruction are superior, equal, or inferior to other
methods currently used for teaching a standard of English
usage.

The other methods which were identified for

testing were the traditional textbook methods employed in
Using Q2.2.9: English (3) and in English in Action (18),
and the less traditional methods used in English 2600 (2).
Five different types of "knowing" a standard of
usage were identified.

They were:

1.

The ability to differentiate between one standard
and another by auditory analysis

2.

The ability to differentiate between one standard
and another by visual analysis

3.

The ability to use a given standard of usage
consistently in written communications

4.

The ability to use a given standard of usage
consistently in verbal communications

5.

The ability to explain the traditional uses of
language forms in terms of the structural patterns
of the language
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For purposes of this study, testing was limited to
the first three of these abilities.
Samples were drawn from three different populations
for testing the proposed methods.

These groups were

labeled Test Group A, Test Group B, and Test Group

c.

Test Group A consisted of highly motivated, quite verbal
sophomores who were enrolled in "college preparatory"
English classes.

Test Group B was composed of relatively

non-motivated, moderately verbal seniors enrolled in
"standard" English classes.

Test Group C students were

relatively non-motivated, moderately verbal sophomore
students enrolled in classes called "Fundamentals of
Writing."
In each test group, two different class groups
were involved.

One class group was used as the experimental

group; the other as the control group.

All of the experi-

mental group students were taught by the proposed methods.
The students in the Test Group A and the Test Group B control
groups were instructed by traditional textbook methods.

The

control students in Test Group C were taught by use of a
programmed approach; the materials used were English 2600 (2).
Sub-groups of matched-pair students were drawn from
each Test Group.

These sub-groups were formed on the basis

of the types of tests used in the experiment: (1) an oral
test, (2) a visual test, and (3) a language sample.

In all,
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the project involved eight sub-groups of matched pairs.
Sub-groups were drawn in all three test areas from Test
Groups A and B.

From Test Group

c,

sub-groups were drawn

in the oral and the visual areas only.

Experimental and

control students in each sub-group were matched on the
basis of sex and their original scores on the preinstruction tests.
During the course of analysis of the data, the subgroups in Test Group A were further broken down into groups
of "highly verbal" and "less verbal" students in an effort
to see whether a particular type of student in this group
did better by one method or the other.
The tests involved in the experiment were two forms
of an oral test constructed by the writer (See Appendix A);
the Cooperative English Test, Forms 2A and 2B; and a language
sample involving approximately 900 words.
Analysis of the data obtained from testing was
conducted according to the following plan.
significance was used throughout.

The "t" test of

The final mean scores

of both the experimental and the control students in each
sub-group were compared with their own pre-instruction mean
scores to determine whether the groups had made statistically
significant progress in terms of their original distribution
of scores.

Then the final scores of the matched-pair

groups (experimental and control) were compared with each
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other to determine whether one group had made progress
which was significantly greater than the progress of
the other group.

Table VI, located on page 84, gives a

summary of the post-instruction mean differences of the
experimental and the control groups; the level of
statistical significance of the mean differences is also
shown.

The .05 level was the measure of statistical

significance for this experiment.
As noted earlier, the sub-groups in Test Group A
were further broken down during the process of analysis
into groups of "highly verbal" and "less verbal" students.
The division was done on the basis of the writer's
observation of the behavior of the students over a nine
month period.

This division of the test group revealed

that within Test Group A, the highly verbal, highly motivated students did well by either the proposed methodology
or by traditional textbook instruction.

However, the

somewhat less verbal, but highly motivated college preparatory sophomores taught by the experimental methods did much
better than their counterparts taught by traditional textbook methods in two areas: (1) auditory discrimination and
(2) use of standard forms consistently in written
communications.
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TABLE VI
SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL - CONTROL GROUP COMPARISONS
AND SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULTS

Post-instr
Mean Diff

Group Making
the Better Score

Level
Of Sig

Oral Testing
Test group A-0
Test group B-0
Test group C-0

7.00
5.45
l.4o

experimental
experimental
experimental

>

>

<

.01

.05
.05

Visual Testing
Test group A-V
Test group B-V
Test group C-V

.12
.07
.90

control
control
control

<.

.05
.05
.05

<.

<

Language Sample
Test group A-LS
Test group B-LS

4.25
2.33

experimental
experimental

>
<

.01
.05
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The results of testing with Test Groups A and B
were analysed together and compared with each other.

The

results of testing with Test Group C were analysed
separately, because the methods of instruction used with
the control group of this test group were considerably
different from those used with the other two control
groups.

Conclusions based on the evidence, therefore,

must be treated in these two 41visions, as well.
I.

CONCLUSIONS

The hypotheses of this study were that the proposed "inductive-deductive, audio-lingual" methods would
not be significantly better than other methods in
developing students• ability to:
1.

discriminate between standard and non-standard
usage orally

2.

discriminate between standard and non-standard
usage visually

3.

use standard usage consistently in written
communications.

Test Groups

! and

~

.Qr!! testing.

Data obtained from these groups

indicated that the experimental methods were statistically
superior to traditional textbook methods in all cases.
The first null hypothesis is, therefore, rejected.
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Visual testing.

Data obtained from Test Groups A

and B indicated that the experimental methods resulted
in learning which was not statistically superior from
that gained by traditional textbook methods.
The second hypothesis, therefore, is accepted.
Language sample.

Data obtained from Test Groups

A and B indicated that the experimental methods resulted
in learning which was statistically superior to that
gained by traditional textbook methods with the less verbal
sophomores in Test Group A, only.

There was no statistical

significance between the tested learning of the highly
verbal sophomores in Test Group A or that of the seniors
in Test Group B.

This evidence does not give adequate

basis for rejecting the null hypothesis.
The third hypothesis, therefore, is accepted.
~

Group C
Testing with this group involved only the first

two hypotheses listed above •
.Q!:!! testing.

Both the experimental and the control

groups made statistically significant progress in this
area, but the difference in their tested learning was not
statistically significant.
The null hypothesis, therefore, 1s accepted.
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Visual testing.

Both the experimental and the con-

trol groups made statistically significant progress in
this area, but the difference in their tested learning
was not statistically significant.
The null hypothesis, therefore, is accepted.
III.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

There are, perhaps, two strong statements which
can be made as a result of the evidence from this studys
1.

If any but the highly verbal student is to be
taught to discriminate between standard and
non-standard usage by auditory analysis, he should
probably be taught with a problem solving method
which also provides for systematic reinforcement.

2.

To affect a fundamental change in all of the areas
of "knowing" a standard of usage by any of the
methods studied is evidently extremely difficult.
There is an indication that greater transfer occurs

between auditory training and the use of standard forms
in written communications than occurs between visual
training and the use of standard forms in written communications.

This indication, however, is not substantial

enough to stand without being tested in a much broader
population than was involved in this experiment.

Such

testing would perhaps be the most valuable extension to
this study.

It would be highly desirable, also, to test

the transfer which occurs between the various methods and
the ability to use standard forms in verbal communications.
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Several other extensions to this study would also
be interesting.

They might be classified into two types:

(1) internal testing of the "inductive-deductive, audiolingual methods" and (2) testing of combinations of
methods.
Internal testing would be directed at determining
which aspects of the methodology are most effective.

The

audio-lingual drills might be excluded from the instructional process with one test group; the inductivedeductive examination of the examples might be left out of
the instructional process with another group.

Testing of

this type would help to show which 1s more important to
the learning process: generalization from the examples
or reinforcement drill.
Testing of combinations of methods might involve
using both English 2600 and the "inductive-deductive,
audio-lingual method" in an effort to determine whether
such a combination of methods will produce better results
than those already observed.

Other combinations could

be formed, as well.
Finally, it was the subjective observation of the
writer, that motivation remained a major problem with
all of the methods used.

Students, in the beginning,

reacted with enthusiasm to the new methods (both the
"inductive-deductive, audio-lingual method" and English 2600)
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but this interest soon subsided.
It would be interesting, therefore, to test the
relationship between the "felt needs" of the students in
this area and the extent of learning by each of the
methods.
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APPENDIX A

ORAL TESTS
Usage - Comprehensive Oral Test

Form A
In each of the following problems, two sentences will
be read. One of the two sentences in each case contains an
error in usage. The other sentence is a correct sentence.
On your answer sheet, circle the letter "a" or "b" according
to whether the first or the second sentence read is the
correct one.
1.

a.
b.

There was either Jim or John.
There were either Jim or John.

2.

a.
b.

David plays golf really good.
David plays golf really well.

J. a.

b.

If I was you, I would go.
If I were you, I would go.

4.

a.
b.

My friend and I done the work.
My friend and I did the work.

5.

a.
b.

His friend or Jim has that book.
His friend or Jim have that book.

6.

a." Every member of the club has paid his dues.
b. Every member of the club have paid their dues.

7.

a.
b.

The children were inside the tent.
The children were inside of the tent.

8.

a.

I watched the parade sitting on the roof of my house.
Sitting on the roof of my house, I watched the parade.

b.

9.

a.
b.

10.

a.
b.

11.

a.
b.

12.

a.
b.

This line is straighter than that line.
This line is more nearly straight than that line.
I am surely hungry.
I am sure hungry.
Leave me drive the car.
Let me drive the car.
Please ref er back to page 16.
Please refer to page 16.
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lJ.

a.
b.

We divided the candy among the two children.
We divided the candy between the two children.

14.

a.

They blamed the accident on me.
They blamed me for the accident.

b.

15.

a.

I shall be home early today.

b.

I will be home early today.

16.

a.
b.

Either of the girls are a good swimmer.
Either of the girls is a good swimmer.

17.

a.
b.

I laid down for fifteen minutes.
I lay down for fifteen minutes.

18.

a.
b.

I should like to see Jim.
I would like to see Jim.

19.

a.
b.

The boy was impatient with any kind of control.
The boy was impatient of any kind of control.

20.

a.
b.

I wish I was ready to go.
I wish I were ready to go.

21.

a.

Jim told me often he drove his car extremely fast.
Jim told me he often drove his care extremely fast.

b.
b.

He has striven hard to succeed.
He has strove hard to succeed.

2J.

a.
b.

We brought the book home for Jim and us.
We brought the book home for Jim and ourselves.

24.

a.

I have less problems than he has.
I have fewer problems than he has.

22.

a.

b.

25.

a.
b.

26.

a.
b.

27.
28.

All of the lawn has been mowed.
All of the lawn have been mowed.
Please bring this letter to your mother.
Please take this letter to your mother.
The window is raising by itself.
The window is rising by itself.

b.

Lookt
Look!

a.
b.

Fred told me before he left he had made his decision.
Before he left, Fred told me he had made his decision.

a.

b.

I move that the meeting be adjourned.
I move that the meeting is adjourned.

30.

a.
b.

Your car is different than ours.
Your car is different from ours.

31.

a.
b.

It is necessary that he is here tomorrow.
It is necessary that he be here tomorrow.

32.

a.
b.

This dress has shrunk.
This dress has shrank.

33.

a.

If Jim should arrive today, I shall be able to meet him.
If Jim would arrive today, I will be able to meet him.

29.

a.

b.

34.

a.
b.

35.

He don't like that book.
He doesn't like that book.

b.

Jim and I finished our homework.
Jim and I finished our homework.

36.

a.
b.

Mr. Jones, as well as his son, is leaving today.
Mr. Jones, as well as his son, are leaving today.

37.

a.
b.

Jim promised that he shall be home early today.
Jim promised that he will be home early today.

38.

a.
b.

It is necessary that we be on our way.
It is necessary that we are on our way.

39.

a.
b.

I seldom ever see Jim at lunch.
I seldom see Jim at lunch.

40.

a.
b.

Have you heard the news.
Have you heard the news.

41.

a.
b.

The car is setting in the driveway.
The car is sitting in the driveway.

42.

a.
b.

I begun work at the store yesterday.
I began work at the store yesterday.

43.

a.
b.

I don't feel very good today.
I don't feel very well today.

44.

a.
b.

Jim and us drove the new car.
Jim and we drove the new car.

a.

They can go out now.
We can go out now.

They are good today.
It is good today.
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45.

b.

Neither of the girls have their books.
Neither of the girls has her books.

46.

a.
b.

I sure like those new coats.
I surely like those new coats.

47.

a.
b.

I certainly was impatient of Carl.
I certainly was impatient with Carl.

48.

a.
b.

I arised early this morning.
I arose early this morning.

49.

a.
b.

We are determined that we shall be home at six today.
We are determined that we will be home at six today.

50.

a.
b.

Neither she nor I speaks clearly.
Neither she nor I speak clearly.

51.

a.

(Obligation) They should go to town today.
They would go to town today.

a.

b.

52.

a.
b.

53.

a.
b.

54.

a.
b.

55.

John or Joan may take the boat with him.
John or Joan may take the boat with her.
Everybody will drive their cars.
Everybody will drive his car.
Here is John, accompanied by his sister.
Here are John, accompanied by his sister.

b.

I promise that I shall be home early today.
I promise that I will be home early today.

56.

a.
b.

The people have strewed paper all over the camp.
The people have strewn paper all over the camp.

57.

a.
b.

She acted as though she was tired.
She acted as though she were tired.

58.

a.
b.

Jim arrived about noon.
Jim arrived at about noon.

59.

a.
b.

Alice demanded that Carl see me.
Alice demanded that Carl sees me.

60.

a.

I better do my school work now.
I had better do my school work now.

a.

b.
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61.

a.
b.

Father gave the book to Jim and myself.
Father gave the book to Jim and me.

62.

a.
b.

Measles are a dangerous disease.
Measles is a dangerous disease.

63.

a.
b.

I wish I was ready to go.
I wish I were ready to go.

64.

a.

Every house and street were checked.
Every house and street was checked.

b.
b.

If anyone wishes to succeed, they must work hard.
If anyone wishes to succeed, he must work hard.

66.

a.
b.

Frances, not rave or I, own the car.
Frances, not Dave or I, owns the car.

67.

a.

If I would have had the money, I would have bought
the camera.
If I had had the money, I would have bought the
camera.

65.

a.

b.

68.

a.
b.

My uncle sent Jim and me the pens.
My uncle sent Jim and myself the pens.

69.

a.
b.

Either the children or Jim will give us his pen.
Either the children or Jim will give us their pens.

70.

a.
b.

There goes either Jim or Tom.
There go either Jim or Tom.

For use with English 2600, drop the following items:
3, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18,J:'9," 20, 21, 28, 30, 31, 33, 37,
38, 39, 47, 49, 51, 55, 58, 59, 63.
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Usage - Comprehensive Oral Test

Form B
1.

a.
b.

There was either a newspaper or a magazine on the
desk.
There were either a newspaper or a magazine on the
desk.

b.

The little girl reads well.
The little girl reads good.

J.

a.
b.

If I wasn't so tired, I would go.
If I weren't so tired, I would go.

4.

a.
b.

Who did you say done the work?
Who did you say did the work?

5.

a.
b.

My brother or Carl have the car.
My brother or Carl has the car.

6.

a.
b.

Every member of the team have done their jobs.
Every member of the team has done his job.

?•

a.
b.

Are you inside the house?
Are you inside of the house?

8.

a.
b.

I saw the moon looking through a telescope.
Looking through a telescope, I saw the moon.

9.

a.
b.

This level is straighter than that one.
This level is more nearly straight than that one.

10.

a.
b.

The children are surely tired.
The children are sure tired.

11.

a.
b.

Leave me buy the cokes.
Let me buy the cokes.

12.

a.
b.

Please refer back to the index.
Please ref er to the index.

13.

a.

We divided the fruit between the three families.
We divided the fruit among the three families.

2.

a.

b.

14.

a.
b.

My father blamed the accident on me.
My father blamed me for the accident.
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15.

a.
b.

I shall buy my brother a present.
I will buy my brother a present.

16.

a.
b.

Either of the children are good swimmers.
Either of the children is a good swimmer.

17.

a.
b.

The little boy lay on the couch.
The little boy laid on the couch.

18.

a.
b.

I should like to climb Mt. Rainier.
I would like to climb Mt. Rainier.

19.

a.
b.

The children were impatient of any control.
The children were impatient with any control.

20.

a.
b.

I wish my brother were here.
I wish my brother was here.

21.

a.
b.

June told me often she likes to dance.
June often told me she likes to dance.

22.

a.
b.

He has really striven to do well.
He has really strove to do well.

23.

a.
b.

The news was exciting for our parents and ourselves.
The news was exciting for our parents and us.

24.

a.
b.

I have less records than you have.
I have fewer records than you have.

25.

a.
b.

All of the house has been painted.
All of the house have been painted.

26.

a.
b.

Please bring this book to Tom.
Please take this book to Tom.

27.

a.
b.

The smoke was rising from the chimney.
The smoke was raising from the chimney.

28.

a.
b.

The boys told us before they left their plans.
Before the boys left, they told us their plans.

29.

a.
b.

I move that the report is accepted.
I move that the report be accepted.

30.

a.
b.

Your boat is different than ours.
Your boat is different from ours.
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31.

a.
b.

Is it necessary that I be home today?
Is it necessary that I am home today?

J2.

a.
b.

Has the shirt shrank?
Has the shirt shrunk?

3J.

a.

If the package should arrive today, I shall bring it
to you.
If the package would arrive today, I will bring it
to you.

b.

J4. a.
b.

My father doesn't plan to attend the convention.
My father don't plan to attend the convention.

35.

a.
b.

Jim and I went to town.
Jim and I went to town.

)6.

a.
b.

The teacher, as well as the students, is tired.
The teacher, as well as the students, are tired.

37.

a.
b.

Jim promised that he will fix the door.
Jim promised that he shall fix the door.

38.

a.

It is necessary that we be ready at noon.
It is necessary that we are ready at noon.

b.

39.

a.

I am seldom at home.
I am seldom ever at home.

4o.

a.

I had the measles.
I had the measles.

b.

b.

41.

a.

He saw the movie.
We saw the movie.

They were the three day type.
It was the three day type.

b.

The vase is sitting on the table.
The vase is setting on the table.

42.

a.
b.

My brother begun college this fall.
My brother began college this fall.

4).

a.
b.

Do you feel well today, or are you ill?
Do you feel good today, or are you ill?

44.

a.
b.

My brother and us were there.
My brother and we were there.

45.

a.

Neither of the boys have their cars.
Neither of the boys has his car.

b.
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46.

a.
b.

47.

a.
b.

48.

a.
b.

Jim surely plays basketball well.
Jim sure plays basketball well.
My mother was impatient of me.
My mother was impatient with me.
I arose at six o'clock this morning.
I arised at six o'clock this morning.
We are determined that we shall see that movie.
We are determined that we will see that movie.

50.

a.
b.

Neither Jim nor I plans to go.
Neither Jim nor I plan to go.

51.

a.

(Obligation) My brother would help you.
My brothers should help you.

b.

52. a.
b.

53.

a.
b.

54.

55.

a.
b.
a.

I promise that I will visit you.
I promise that I shall visit you.

a.
b.

57.

a.
b.

58.

a.
b.

59.

a.
b.

60.

Everybody will be asked his opinion.
Everybody will be asked their opinion.
The President, accompanied by the First Lady, arrive
at noon.
The President, accompanied by the First Lady, arrives
at noon.

b.

56.

Carl or Helen will bring her guitar.
Carl or Helen will bring his guitar.

a.
b.

The tourists have strewed paper throughtout the camp.
The tourists have strewn paper throughout the camp.
My brother acted as though he were tired.
My brother acted as though he was tired.
We saw the Smith family about noon.
We saw the Smith family at about noon.
My father asked that Jim bring his book.
My father asked that Jim brings his book.
Jim better talk to his father.
Jim had better talk to his father.
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61.

a.
b.

62.

a.
b.

6J.

a.
b.

64.

a.
b.

My brother helped Jim and me.
My brother helped Jim and myself.
Mumps are a childhood disease.
Mumps is a childhood disease.
John wishes he was· here.
John wishes he were here.
Every house and lot were sold.
Every house and lot was sold.
If anyone has a book, I wish they would bring it.
If anyone has a book, I wish he would bring it.

66.

a.
b.

67.

a.
b.

68.

a.
b.

69.

a.
b.

70.

a.
b.

The girls, not Dave or Jim, have the book.
The girls, not Dave or Jim, has the book.
If we would have been there, we would have helped.
If we had been there, we would have helped.
My brother handed Fred and myself the pencil.
My brother handed Fred and me the pencil.
Either Carl or the twins will bring their books.
Either Carl or the twins will bring his books.
There goes Tom, not Carl.
There go Tom, not Carl.
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APPENDIX B

TEST GROUP A
TEST GROUPS AND TEST RESULTS
Test Group A-0
Oral Test Results
Experimental GrouE

Control GrouE
Fall SEring

~

*D.L.
*S.C.

65

c.w.

58

57
57
56'
56
56
55
52
52
50
50

D.L.
*C.M.
*B.S.
L.S.
*E.B.
*M.A.B.
H.H.

c.w.

W.M.
D.B.
W.R.
*R.M.

49
48

m

s.w.

71

65
59
57
65

60
57
57
57
57

58
60
49
66
62

54
53

52
50

A.P.
*K.J.
*K.R.
B.B.

~

verbal students.

58
57
57
56
56
56

n.c.

66
64

SErin5

60

A.R.
*S.R.
S.P.
H.F.
T.C.
*M.B.
*D.E.

69
64
68

* Highly verbal students.

-or

*R.B.
C.H.

68
62
62

59

Fall

55

54
61
61

50
49
48
817

nfo

Those not marked are considered less

ExEerimental GrouE - Statistical Comparison of spring and fall
scores.
N = 15

-

Xr = 54.4

-Xs = 65

Ld2 = 2041

- (ig9)

2

10.6
V-356/( 15) ( 14)
D = 10.6
P> .001
Control Group - Statistical Comparison of spring and fall
scores.
N = 15

-

-Xr =

54.4

-Xs

= 58

-

= 3.53

D

t =

t

=

v

3.53
462/( 15) ( 14)
p

>

.05
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Experimental and Control Groups - Statistical Comparison of
spring scores.
N = 15

t

-Xe = 65

-Xe

=

58

D

=

7

=

7
V-;:6:::1=4;=c=15==)=C1=4=)

>

p

.01

Highly Verbal Experimental - Statistical Comparison of fall
and spring scores.

=7
Xf = 56
N

-Xs

= 68

D

= 12

-

t

=

12

v'l82/( 7 )( 6)
p

> .001

Highly Verbal Control - Statistical-comparison of fall and
spring scores.
N = 6

-Xf = 54
-Xs = 61.16
n

=

t

=

7.16
\/1s3/(6)(5)

7.16

p

> .05

Less Verbal Experimental - Statistical· comparison of fall and
spring scores.

=8
-Xf = 53
N

-Xs = 62.37
D

=

9.37

~d2

= 851

-

¥

2

t

=

21:2Z

\/148/( 8) ( 7)
p

> .001
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Less Verbal Control - Statistical comparison of fall and
spring scores

=9
-Xf = 54.77
N

-Xs = 55.88
-D

= 1.11

1.11

t =

v 167/( 9)( 8)
p

/.20
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Test Group A-V
Cooperative English
Ex:eerimental GrouE
D.B.
W.M.
K.P.
*S.C.
L.S.
B.M.
W.R.
*M.A. B.
*B.E.

c.w.

A.H.
*T.F.
J.C.
S.P.

*B.S.
*E.B.

~

Results
Control GrouE

Fall s:erine.;

17
18
18
18
19
19
20
20
20
21
21
21
22
22
23
24
323

* Highly verbal students.
less verbal students.

Fall Spring

*K.R.
*L.K.
A.R.
H.F.
A.P.
B.B.
*S.R.
*K.N.
*H.B.
T.W.
K.J.
*D.E.

16
20
21
24
23
20
22
23
24
24
20
23
24
24
25

17
18
18
18
19
19
20
20
20
21
21
21
22
22
23
24

*M.B.

D.C.
*J.A.
*T.D.

~

m

21
24
22
18
22
22
24
23
24
19
21
24
19
25
26
27
356

Those not marked are considered

ExEerimental Grou12 - Statistical Comparison of spring and
fall scores.
N

= 16

Xf =

20.18

=
=

22.37

Xs
'I)

~d 2 = 123 _

w

2

t

=

2.25

.../46.5/(16)(15>

2.25

p

> .001

Control GrouE - Statistical Comparison of spring and fall scores
N

= 16

X:r =

..Xs =

-

D

=

20.18

t

=

2.06

v' 103/( 16) ( 15)
22.25
2.07

p

>

.01
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Experimental and Control Groups - Statistical Comparison
of spring scores
N = 16

22.37

Xe =

15

=

t

=

.12
\1149.75/(16)(15)

.12

<

p

.20

Highly Verbal Experimental - Statistical comparison of fall
and spring scores
N = 6

21

Xs =

t

V16/(6)(5)

Xr = 24
D

=

=

3

p

>

.01

Highly Verbal Control - Statistical· comparison of fall and
spring scores
N=9
2
2
2.45
= 20.55
= 124 - illl. t =
9
70.3/(9) ( 8)
Xs = 23.00

Ld

xf
l5

=

v

2.45

p

>

.01

Less Verbal Experimental - Statistical comparison of fall
and spring scores
N = 10
Ld2 = 53 - J..ill2 t =
1.7
Xr = 19.70
10
\f 24.1/( 10 )( 9)
Xs = 21.40

15 = 1.7

p

> .01
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Less Verbal Control - Statistical comparison of fall and
spring scores
N = 7
Xf = 19.71

= 21.28
n = 1. 57
X8

1. 57

t =

v' 30I ( 7 >C6 >
p

<

.10
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l'es t Group A-LS

1

Language Sample Results
ExEerimental Group
*E.B.
H.H.
W.R.

*M.A.B.
K.T.
*B.S.
*S.C.
D.B.
A.H.
*R.M.
J.C.
K.P.

Control Group
Fall SErins
-13
2
1
4
4
4
4
6
3
6
0
2
6
7
7
8
8

10
14

%

* Highly verbal students.
less verbal students.

0
2

4

3~

Fall

()

*J.A.

w.s.

3
4
4
6
6
6
7

C.H.
*T.D.
W.L.

*K.N.
*A.P.
*K.R.
*D.E.
B.B.
K.T.
*L.K.

8
8
10
13

77

SErin~

2

9

13
3
8

6
6
5
5
6
17
8

trr)

Those not marked are considered

Experimental Group - Statistical comparison of spring and
fall scores
N = 12

Xr = 6.33

t

Xs = 2.91

TI

=

3.42
V-143/( 12) ( 11)

= 3.42

p

>

.01

Control Group - Statistical comparison of spring and fall
scores
N = 12

xf

= 6.41

Xs

=

t

=

.75

\/210.25/(12)(11
D=

7.16
.75

p

<

.20
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Experimental and Control Groups - Statistical comparison of
spring scores

= 12
xe = 2.91
N

t

=

4.25

\/238.25/(12)(11)

Xe = 7.16
D = 4.25

>

p

.01

Highly Verbal Experimental - Statistical comparison of fall
and spring scores
N = 5
Xf

=

=
TI =
Xs

5

Ld2 = 92

- (14) 2

5

t

=

2.8

v

2.2

53/( 5) ( 4)

2.8

p

<..

.10

Highly Verbal Control - Statistical comparison of fall and
spring scores
N = 7

xf

= 6.57

Xs =

15

4. 71

t =

1.86

v19/(7)C6>

= 1.86

p

>

.02

Less Verbal Experimental - Statistical comparison of fall
and spring scores
N = 7
Xf

= 7 .28

Xs = 3.42
TI= 3.86

3.86

t =

\/87/(7)(6)
p

>

.05
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Less Verbal Control - Statistical comparison of fall and
spring scores
N

Xf

=5

= 6.20

= 10.60
D = 4.40

X8

t

=

v

4.40
77/(5)(4)
p

< .10

APPENDIX C

TEST GROUP B
TEST GROUPS AND TEST RESULTS
Test Group B
Oral Test Results
ExEerimental GrouE
J.W.
S.F.
J.s.
B.K.
L.L.
G.C.
T.G.
K.L.
M.K.
M.L.
J.H.
S.B.

Fall Spring
~
46
46
54
47
56
61
47
48
57
49
53
48
51
52
56
52
53
62
54
56
63
66

Control GrouE

~ m

Fall SErins
47
46
47
47
45
47
53
48
50
61
49
52
51
52
52
51
53
54
56
47
56
46
607

B.S.
L.O.
L.P.
S.M.
L.B.
J.D.
D.H.
N.M.
B.Y.
J.C.

~

T.W.

~

n.w.

Ex12erimental GrouE - Statistical comparison of spring and
fall scores.
N = 12

'Xr = 50.os
X8

=

56.16

~d2 = D2 - (D)2

=

-ir693 - {73) 2
12

t

=

15

Y~d 2 / N(N-1)

6
\/249/(12)(11)

=

n - 6.oo

p

> .01

Control Group - Statistical comparison of spring and fall
scores.
N = 12

Xr =

50.08

Xs = 50.58

15

= .JS

t

=

•

\/401/(12)(11)
p

<

.20
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Experimental and Control Groups - Statistical comparison of
spring scores
N
Xe

=

12

=

56.16

Ld 2 = 1073

-

<t~)2

t

=

.2. ,28

\1699/(12)(11)

Xe

i5

=
= 5.58

50.58
p

>

.05
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Test Group B
Cooperative English Test Results
Control Group

Experimental Group

L.L.
S.F.
B.H.

J.s.

J.J.

D.K.
J.W.
M.L.

D.E.

K.L.
G.C.

B.K.
L.T.

Fall Spring
12 15
13
20
14
18
15
18
15
16
16
20
17
16
18
23
19
20
19
20
20
16
20
23
21
22
219

m

L.B.
R.O.
J.L.
B.S.

s.c.

Fall Spring
12
16
13
15
14
19
11
15
15
20

16

T.R.
D.H.

17
18
19
19
20
20
21

L.J.
J.C.
S.M.

M.J.
N.M.
J.D.

219

15
21
20
21
19
24
23

24
2Zrn'

Experimental Group - Statistical comparison of spring and
fall scores
N = 13

Xr =

16.84

t

2 .15

V93.7/(1J)c12>

Xs = 19.00
15

=

= 2.15

p

/

.02

Control Group - Statistical comparison of spring and fall
scores
N

= 13

xf = 16.84
Xs

t

=

2.23

\/80.3/(13)(12)

= 19.07

15 = 2.23

p

>

.01

ExperimeDtal and Control Groups - Statistical comparison of
spring scores
N = 13
Xe

= 19.00

= 19.07
D = .07

Xe

t

.oz

=

V221/c13)(12)
p

<.

.20
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Test Group B
Language Sample Results
E!£erimental GrouE
B.R.
L.S.
B.H.
S.F.
S.T.
J.J.
G.C.
J.W.
B.S.
S.B.
L.T.
L.L.

Control GrouE
Fall s:erin5
-y2
3
7
5
J
7
7
8
7
8
2
4
10
10
5
4
13
12
8
19
3
21
8
117
bO

M.J.
L.J.
J.D.
J.L.
P.C.
D.W.
s.c.
R.O.
A.C.
J.C.
S.M.
T.W.

Fall SErine;
-18
2
4
4
1
6
19
6
7
8
20
4
10
4
10
4
13
1
13
8
19
20
11
ME

m

ExEerimental Grou:e - Statistical Comparison of spring and
fall scores.
N = 12
t

X8
'D

=

= 5.00
= 4. 75

4.75
v'377/(12>(11>
p

/

.02

Control Group - Statistical comparison of spring and fall
scores.
N = 12
t =
Xs

'D

= 7. 33

= 2.25

2.25
\/814/(12) (11)
p

<

.20

Experimental and Control Groups - Statistical comparison of
spring scores.
N = 12

Xr

= 5.00

Xs = 7.33

I5

= 2.33

~d2 = 618 - J.ill2
12

t =

2.J3

v 552/(12)(11)
p

<.

.20

APPENDIX D

TEST GROUP C
TEST GROUPS AND TEST RESULTS
Test Group C
Oral Test Results
Ex;eerimental GrouE
J.M.
T.R.
E.S.
C.R.
L.S.
E.M.
V.P.
J.U.
D.L.
J.R.
J.W.
D.S.
D.P.
G.M.
R.M.
M.T.

Before After

27
26
27
28
29
30
30
30
31
31
32
33
34
35
35
36
495

28
31
42
34
31
32
33
33
39
30
38
38
35
38
35
42

559

Control GrouE

Before After

27
27
27
28
29
30
30
30
31
31
32
33
34
35
35
36
495

L.B.
D.F.
R.F.
D.E.
C.B.
J.D.
D.G.
R.M.

c.c.

D.C.
C.A.
D.D.E.
G. B.
M.D.
J.B.

K.F.

33
28
27
37
35
29
35
37
32
30
32
36
38
38
34
36
537

Experimental Group - Statistical comparison of pre-instruction
and post-instruction scores.
t

Xa = 34.9
i5 = 4.o

=

4

v 220/( 16) ( 15)
p

>

.001

Control GrouE - Statistical comparison of pre-instruction
and post-instruction scores.

= 16
xb = 30.9

N

Xa = 33.5
D = 3.6

t

=

2.6
v'246/(16){15)
p

>

.05
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Experimental and Control Groups - Statistical comparison of
pre-instruction and postinstruction scores.

= 16
Xe = 34.9
Xe = 33.5
N

D = 1.4

t

=

1.4
\/ 418/( 16) ( 15)
p

<

.05
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Test Group C
Cooperative English Test Results
ExEerimental GrouE

P.M.
F.M.
C.R.
D.L.
M.R.
J.R.
J.M.
G.S.
B.S.
B.R.
C.M.
J.U.
G.M.

c.w.
C.N.
s.v.
B.P.

Control GrouE
Before After
10
11
11
14
14
14
15
15
15
16
17
17
18
18
19
19
20

m

13
13
11
23
23
16
16
24
11
17
22
14
20
18
23
16

~

L.B.
R.F.

Before After
lO
lJ
11
11
14
14
14
15
15
15
16
17
17
18
18
19
19
20

c.c.
V.B.

C.B.
S.B.
S.E.
T.B.
K.F.

L.A.
P.D.
P.C.
C.A.
L.D.
J.G.
J.B.
G.B.

17
10
15
22
18
22
18
16
19
21
16
21
22
20
22
23

m m

Experimental Group - Statistical comparison of pre-instruction
and post-instruction scores.

= 17
xb = 15.47
N

t

=

2.11

V266/(17><16>

Xa = 17.58
D = 2.11

p

>

.05

Control Group - Statistical comparison of pre-instruction and
post-instruction scores.

= 17

N

Xb

= 15.47

Xa = 18.52

15

= 3.05

t

=

3.05

V97/C1?><16>
p

>

.001
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Experimental and Control Groups - Statistical comparison of
pre-instruction and postinstruction scores.
N

= 17

Xe • 17.6

Xe =
D

=

~d2

=

t

=

.9

v/255/(17)(16)
18.5

.9

p

<

.05

APPENDIX E

CORRELATION OF ORAL TESTS
Test Re-Test of Form A - Correlation of the November l and
the November 16 scores of the college
preparatory students in Test Group A.

r

=

~XY -

~x2

=

V

-

(~X) (~Y)/N

(~x)2/N

~y2

-

(~Y) 2 /N

19,478 - (967) (l,012)/52
18, 8 51 - ( 967 >2 I 52 Yz-o-,-84_2___
( 1-,-0-12_)_2_/_52

Test Re-Test of Form A - Correlation of the November l and
the November 16 scores of the college
preparatory students in Test Group B.
r

=

21,920 - (939) (937)/42
V22 .151 - ( 9 39) 2I 42 V:,....21-,-9-03-_-(_9_3_7)-2-/-42-

Test of Form A and Form B - Correlation of the scores of a
hetrogeneous group of sophomores
on forms A and B.
r

=

V

53,196 - (1,638)(1,692)/53
51, 572 - <l , 6 38 >2I 53 V5-4-,-97_2___(_1_,6_9_2_)2_/_5_3

